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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The- classic: experiment of Heinrich Hertz verified
the theoretical predicthmi of Maxwell that kxnfli radio and
light waves are physical phenomena governed by the same
physical laws. This has started a.rnnJ era of interest in
interaction of electromagnetic energy with matter. The
scattering of electromagnetic waves from a target is cleverly
utilized im1 RADAR. This electronic system used tx> detect
and locate objects under unfavourable conditions or obscur
ation that would render the unaided eye useless. It also
provides a means for measuring precisely the range, or dist
ance of an object and the speed of a moving object.

when an obstacle is illuminated by electromagnetic
waves, energy is dispersed in all directions. The dispersed
energy depends on the size, shape and composition of the
obstacle and frequency and nature of the incident wave.
This distribution of energy’ is known as ‘scattering’ and
the obstacle as ‘scatterer’ or 'target'.



In earlier radar systems, the accuracy of detection
depends on the knowledge of the targets‘ Radar Cross Section
(RCS) levels and the scattering mechanisms. Radar can process

only the information imposed on the scattering wave which
characterises by the interaction of transmitted electro
magnetic wave with a physical body. For this reason, it
is important to know the scattering properties of all types
of targets. While this fundamental objective is still
required today, the recent developments in Radar techno
logy and the processing systems have generated a correspond—
ing change in the interest of RCS measurements. Now RCS
measurements have the potential to determine the techniques
to distinguish different types of targets, modifying target
scattering properties and separating real targets from
background clutter. flfime fundamental. parameters like far
field, polarization, instrumentation sensitivity, and range
facility requirements influence the RC3. Also the response
of’ the radar ‘target 1H3 dependent (N1 operating frequency,
the target orientation relative txa the radar“ system, and
the radar waveform. Polarization plays an important role
in RCS characteristics.

The RCS definition distinguishes between monostatic

and bistatic systems. Many’ radar systems co—locate the
transmitter and receiver. In this case, aspect angles



relative to the ‘target are identical for both the radar
transmitter and receiver, and the corresponding RC8 is
referred to as 'monostatic' Radar Cross Section. When the
transmitter Emmi receiver are separately placed, the aspect
angles are different and the RC8 is referred to as 'bistatic‘
one.

1.2 BASIC THEORY - THE RADAR EQUATION

The radar range equation provides most useful
relation between radar cross section and various radar system
parameters. The value (If RCS 5&5 determined rufl: by direct
measurement but rather by measurement of received power
reflected from the target. The Radar equation for free
space propagation may be expressed [1] as,

P G G A2 0rt tPr =
(4 11 )’R“

where

Pr = received power

Pt = transmitted power

Gt Gr = transmitting and receiving antenna gainsI

A = operating wavelength

R = range from radar—to-target.



For a monostatic radar system, the above equation is expressed
in more convenient form as,

Pr = Pt Gzxzo / [(4n>3R’*1

Since the same antenna. is used for the transmission and

reception, so that, Gt = Gr = G.

The far field conditions required for RCS are
the same ems those required for antenna measurements. The
power reflected or scattered by 51 target. is the product
of effective area and the incident power density.-In general,
that ‘area’ is called scattering cross section of the target.
For directions back towards the radar, it is called ‘back
scattering cross section‘ or the ‘Radar Cross Section‘,
and other directions, it is bistatic cross section. The
scattering cross section is not a constant. It is an angular
dependent property of the target. The RCS definition also
assumes a target in free space. It does not include multi
path interaction cn: scattering from surrounding background.
The far field RCS does not vary with changes in range.

The RCS (MS a target is defined in terms of area.
But it is important to note that RCS has no general relationm
ship to the physical area of the target. RCS of a target



depends (M1 the target's geometry, its material properties,
its orientation relative to the radar, the radar frequency
and waveform and the incident and received polarization.
These factors must ix; carefully specified tx> provide data
of RCS of a target.

RCS «of a. target vdJJ_ have ea wide variation, if
the illuminating electromagnetic wave has gcm ea wide range
of frequencies. The low frequency scattering mechanism
is fine excitation cxf dipole moments knr the incident plane
wave. 2m: high frequencies, the incident plane wave excites
currents at the surface of the target and the scattering
is influenced by the nature of the target.

The instrumentation for the measurement of RCS

takes different forms. Simple, continuous wave (CW) radar
configured from conventional microwave components and stan—

dard receivers and transmitters. Modern Network Analyzers
and frequency synthesizers have greatly expanded (H0 radar
facility. The transformation techniques like frequency
to time domain available :hi most ‘modern ‘network. analyzer
systems further increased measurement speed, accuracy" and
convenience.



1.3 CURRENT AREAS OF INTEREST — RADAR CROSS SECTION
REDUCTION

Nowadays, the prime focus is in deriving effective
methods for targets of low RCS sx> as to increase surviva
bility knr reducing detectability; The increase in ‘smart’
detecting systems actually threatens the defence missions.
The field (Hf RCS studies is THNJ advanced ‘very rmufli with
the thrust anui concentration (N1 developing methods for RCS
Reduction (RCSR) of targets (ME strategic importance. By
reducing the RCS of the target, it can be made 'invisible'
to radars and thus its potential use and ‘survivability’
are enhanced.

Four basic techniques are already existing for
reducing RCS of targets. These techniques are:

a) shaping of targets

b) coating the targets with radar absorbing
materials (RAM).

c) passive cancellation

d) active cancellation.



1.3.1 Shaping of targets

The aim of shaping is to orient the target surfaces
and edges so as to deflect the incident energy in directions
away from time radar. The sharp cuts and dihedral and tri
hedral corners are avoided in shaping technique, by bringing
these intersecting surfaces in acute or obtuse angles. How
ever this cannot be done in all viewing angles.

1.3.2 Coating the targets with e.m.wave absorbers

In radar absorbing materials (RAM), the energy
is absorbed through a kind of ohmic loss in which the micro
wave energy its converted into heat emergy. The imaginary
part of the complex refractive index of the material accounts
for time loss. At ndcrowave frequencies, the loss zhs due
to the finite conductivity and molecular friction experienced
in attempting to follow the alternating fields. This in
turn, would cause dissipation of energy within the materials.
The use of RAM will cause serious problems like added weight,
volume, and surface maintenance.

1.3.3 Passive cancellation

In passive cancellation, the basic concept is
to introduce an echo source whose amplitude and phase can



be adjusted :m3 as tx) cancel another exfim) source. Though
this method is applicable for fixed targets, it is not possi
ble to adopt it to moving targets.

1.3.4 Active cancellation

In active cancellation, the target must emit radia
tion whose amplitude and phase should cancel the reflected
energy. IE1 this case the target must sense the angle of
arrival, intensity, frequency enui waveform (H? the incident
energy. Because cnf the practical problems associated with
this, the above technique is not widely adopted.

The advantages in reduction of RCS are balanced
against many disadvantages. For example, reduction in RCS
at one viewing angle will enhance at another, when target
surfaces are reshaped or reoriented to achieve the reduction.

The requirement of reduced echo target mainly
depends (N1 the current requirement (ME weapon systems. In
the final system design, all possible environments like
mission, design flexibility anuicost are taken as inevitable
conditions. The change in payload, the maintenance problem
and the added weight are also playing as a penalty for the
RCSR. Because of these, the passive and active cancellation
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techniques are not considered as practical methods of reduct
ion of RCS. In the present study, the main concentration
is on the shaping techniques of simple targets and the work
presents ea technique without any sacrifice in target para
meters.

1.4 MOTIVATION

The traditional way of eliminating reflections
frcm1 a plane Inetallic plate is tnr making corrugations (mi
it. Triangular, rectangular, sinusoidal and fin-shaped
corrugations are mainly employed for the reduction of refle
ction from planar surfaces. Various corrugated surfaces
in current IMME are shown in Efig.l.l. Using the principle
of Bragg Scattering, it is possible to eliminate specular
reflections ifixnn plane metallic surfaces employing corruga
tions.

However, time fabrication CHE such corrugated sur
faces on ea metallic plate is ea tedious and time—consuming
task. In the case of reduction of Instrument Landing System
Interference, the corrugated structure must be numerous
and wider enough to cover time whole terminal building.
Fabricating corrugated surfaces of such wider areas is costly
and it involves hard labour. The motivation of the present
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specular reflection
(n= 0)

back
scatter
(n=-1)
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(a) (b)
(C) (d)

Fig. l.l. Different corrugated metallic surfaces
(a) Triangular (c) Fin-corrugated
(b) Rectangular (d) Sinusoidal
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work; is to find an alternative system. for corrugated
metallic surfaces, which will have all advantages of metallic
corrugations.

The periodic metallic strips of regular period
cni a dielectric sheet vflifmea conducting ground plane behind
it shows similar properties of a corrugated metallic plate.
The effect (If various parameters like thickness cm? the di
electric medium, grating period, variation of reflected
power for normal and near-normal incidence are studied in
detail.

1.5 OUTLINE OF THE WORK

1.5.1 Comparison between strip gratings and metallic
corrugated surfaces

Rectangular metallic corrugations are fabricated
in aluminium sheet and its scattering behaviour is compared
with a periodic strip structure over a dielectric sheet
with a ground plane. When the period d of the strip grating
satisfies the Bragg condition

d = A/(2 sin Bi)

The specularly reflected power is completely eliminated
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(perfectly blazed) and aa non—reflecting conducting surface
is obtained.

1.5.2 RCS reduction for normal and near normal incidence

In the case cm? metallic corrugated surface, ‘the
necessary condition for the elimination of specular reflect

hmi is 19.4°_g E%p§ 90°. The low angle specular reflection
reduction could run: be achieved for EH1 angle of incidence
less than l9.4° in corrugated surface. But using strip
grating configuration, ii: is possible to reduce the normal
incidence and near-normal incidence specular reflection.
In this case, the system would be a low back scattered strip
structure. By covering the planar structure with a strip
grating, ii: is possible to reduce its RCS to a considerable
extent.

1.5.3 Advantages of the strip gratings

The shaping technique to reduce the RCS of a target
is limited in many ways like aerodynamical problems in air
crafts and missiles. The corrugation technique is not possi
ble in such systems. But the strip gratings would not offer
any air resistances, because thin strips are in same plane
as dielectric sheet. Another‘ important advantage <xE the
strip gratings is in fabrication technique. The photolitho—
graphic and etching techniquesare verymuch helpful for the
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accurate design and fabrication. The thickness cnf the
corrugated surface (depth of corrugation) can also be reduced
very much in the case of strip gratings.

Another advantage is the increase in bandwidth
of effective elimination of specular reflection.

1.5.4 Scheme of the present work

The following parameters. of the strip gratings
are studied in detail:

1. Variation of grating period

2. Variation of the thickness of dielectric sheet

3. Single and dual periodic strip grating

4. Elimination of normal and near normal incidence

specular reflection

5. Variation of frequency

The schematic figure of the work is as follows.

The review’ of the past work done in the field
of RC8 and RCS reduction is presented in chapter 2. Main
emphasis is given to the reduction techniques and the strip
grating systems.
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The methodology adopted and the experimental
techniques for time present investigation are «described in
chapter 3.

Chapter 4 introduces the experimental results
of the investigation. Various parameters like dielectric
constant, incident frequency and grating period are taken
for the special consideration :hi the reduction cmf RCS taf
planar structures. The course mainly concentrated and
devoted to time measurement cnf the reflected power. Efforts
are made to compare the difference in reflected power from
plane metallic surface auui the strip gratings, which would
give the level of RCS of the target.

Fifth chapter is devoted to the theoretical expla
nation of the experimental results. Comparison between
theoretical and experimental results showed good agreement.

Final conclusions drawn from these investigations
are presented in chapter 6. Advantages of the developed
system is examined along with the scope of further investi
gation in this line.

Work done by the author in related fields are
presented IJI Appendices In II and III. The monitoring of
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the curing conditions cnfea solid rocket propellant is pre
sented. in appendix I. The detection of inhomogeneities
in non-metallic material using microwave Non-Destructive
Testing (NDT) is possible. The position of inhomogeneity
in rocket propellant is critical and appendix II is devoted
to the accurate location of inhomogeneity using microwaves.

The environment of the experimental set up is
most important for any kind of investigations. In the case
(Hf enn. wave propagation studies, the most important one,
viz., the Anechoic chamber‘ is an essential facility. A
new convertible microwave anechoic chamber‘ is constructed

and the design, development and evaluation is presented
in appendix III.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF PAST WORK IN THE FIELD

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a chronological review of
work that has already been published in the field of Radar
Cross Section (RCS) fnui techniques developed for reduction
of RCS. The chapter is mainly divided into four parts. The
first part presents a review of RCS studies along with RCS
measurement methods and the second part presents a review
of RCS reduction techniques. The shaping technique for RCS

reduction using corrugations is reviewed in part three, and
the strip grating technique for the reduction of RC8 is
reviewed in iflue last part. The chapter is cmmcluded with
the presentation of the new strip grating technique for RCS
reduction and this forms tine major part (Hf work reported
in this thesis.

Estimation of RC8 is a technique based more on
science, particularly optics. The knowledge of tfiue modes
of scattering of energy incident upon a target is of greater
importance- in such estimation. In fact, understanding <3f
target cross section follows from 51 detailed comparison of
theory with experimental results. The increasing speed and

18
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capabilities of present day computational techniques. have
made solutions (Hf integral equations which are involved in
such calculations, faster and efficient.

2.2 RADAR CROSS SECTION

Most of tflua work on RCS, reported in open litera
ture can be found in books [l—5]. Harrison and Heinz [9]
has derived ea formula for the EKX3 of solid wire, tabular
and strip chaff of finite conductivity’ approximating one—
half wavelength or less in length.

Knop [10] analysed the RC5 of a coated metal plate.
Here, the thickness of the plate and that of the coating
are assumed to be thin, and the size of the plate is large
so that physical optics approximation could be used.

Experimental measurements have been made by Blore
[11] for tjua nose (Ml back—scattering INKS of’ ogives, cone
spheres, double-backed cones, double—-rounded cones and cone

spheres.

Rheinstein [IJH had carried cum: several series of
rigorous numerical calculations of the backscatter cross
sections of a conducting sphere with a thin lossless di
electric coating.
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Hu [13] had measured the RC8 of a dipole antenna
in the VHF range using a 20 inch diameter sphere as a refer
ence target. The input terminals of the dipole were shorted
and they compared the experimental results with theoretical
values.

The CW balanced—bridge measurement system for 35

and 70 GHz frequency band is presented by Blore et al. [14].
This system is most suited to perform sensitive measurements
of small targets at short distances from the radar, usually
in EH1 indoor microwave anechoic chamber. (Hue major limit

ation is the difficulty in obtaining a complete cancellation
of background signal and in maintaining this cancellation.

Blacksmith et al. [15] reviewed the history of
radar cross section measurements and some terms are defined

along with discussions cuf major‘ problems. 11: is pointed
out that the various range geometries and measurement techni
ques in LHHE today were based on the approach used to solve
the basic measurement problems. They have also presented
detailed discussion about the popular RCS measuring techni
ques like CW, pulsed, doppler, and standing—wave—ratio
methods, with a review of model range problems.

The analytical techniques available for estimating
the- backscattering cross section of 51 metal target are
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reviewed tn? Senior [16]. ihi this review ea classification
is given on the basis of wavelength to dimension of the tar
gets. An attempt is wade tx) interpret the results on the
basis of scattering process.

Crispin and Maffett [l7—l8] reviewed RCS measurement

methods for simple and complex shapes, with special attention
being devoted txa results rather than to derivations of the
formulae. The discussion is limited to mainly ellipsoids,
finite cones, ogives, cylinders, thin wires, and flat plates.
Special emphasis is placed on an approach which could be
applied to 'complex' shapes of more practical interest such
as aircraft, missiles, satellites, navigational beacons,
etc. Several examples are reviewed to give an idea of the
nature of the results achievable with this approximation
method. since time ultimate objective iii the determination
of radar reflectivity properties of EH1 object of pmactical
interest, interpretations and comparisons (HE RCS data are
critical. Moreover, these techniques have proved to be most
effective to prescribe modification, and even design of ROS
characteristics of complex shapes.

Kouyoumjian and Peters [19] have given the condi
tions of RCS measurement in terms of variations in the ampli
tude and phase of the incident field at the target. A number
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of minimum range conditions are listed and discussed. Freeny
[20] had presented theoretical and measured data pertaining
to background levels which can be achieved with conventional
target supports.

The factors which govern bistatic scattering are
discussed and the relation between bistatic and monostatic
scattering are presented in terms of the combined effect
of individual scattering centers on the target, by Kell [21].
The concept of :radiation. lobe pattern (M3 the individual
scattering centers is used to define the bistatic pattern
in terms of monostatic pattern and the bistatic angle.

The use of the scattering matrix leads to the formu
lation. of radar reflectivity that iii independent cflf radar
polarisation, target range, and target rotation about the
line of sight is presented by Lowenschuss [22].

Kell and Pedersen [23] have compared RCS measure
ments ix1 two measurement system. One is ea narrow band—CW

system and the other; a short pulse system. They have pre
sented data for one model target with low RCS.

Liepa and Senior [24] have investigated the scatter—
ing of a plane electromagnetic wave by a metallic sphere
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loaded with a circumferential slot in a plane normal to the
direction of incidence. The slot is assumed to be of small
width and time field scattered in any direction is obtained
by superpositicwl of the field diffracted tux an ‘unloaded
sphere, and time field radiated tnr excited slot. Numerical
and experimental results of backscattering are also presented.
Beckmann [25] presented the investigations on scattering
by 21 superposithmi of several random process such as small
plus sea plus ripple.

In l965, 21 bibliography CME articles <31 radar
reflectivity and related subjects had been presented by
Corriher and Pyron [26].

Alongi et al. [27] have illustrated the design of
an extremely high range resolution FM/CW X—band radar and
the RC8 measurements. The primary design objective is to
provide the capability to measure RCS of scaled models with

a range resolution equal tcaai small fraction of the target
length. Springston [28] reported a high-data rate RCS mea
surement system especially designed for high angular precision
and direct digital recording. Particular features of this
system include semiautomatic control, optical indexing of
model azimuth. and the centre of gravity adjustments of the
model.
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Millin et al. [29] developed a method for calculat
ing the scattering from an infinitely long cylinder of arbi
trary cross section.

Ross [30] carried out an investigation of the scat
tering from rectangular‘ flat plate. The simple physical
optics theory provides EH1 accurate means of pmedicting the
near—specular values (Hf plate cross section but fails to
account for polarisation dependence. The calculations based
upon the geometrical theory’ of «diffraction show excellent
agreement with measured data.

The backscattering characteristics of various types
of insects found :hi the lower atmosphere were measured and
the results are presented by Hajovsky et al. [31]. This paper
presents discussion of the measuring equipment and its capa
bility.

Van Vleck et al. [32] studied the radar response
of wires and thin metallic strips as a function of their
length and thickness, and of radar frequency. Macrakis [33]
derived tflma geometrical optics approximation for time back
scattering cross section per ‘unit length of EU} infinite
ribbon.
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Monostatic RCS results for five anui eleven wave

length straight wires are pmesented by Miller et al. [34].
The numerical RCS values obtained from solving Pocklington's
integral equation for induced. current fall ‘within 1. dB raf
experimental measurements.

Alexopoulos [35] had applied the geometrical optics
technique to obtain the reflected electric field from a per
fectly conducting sphere coated ‘with E1 special class of
spherically inhomogeneous dielectrics. The result zhs comp
ared to the second order approximation which is obtained
by asymptotic theory.

Johnson en: al. [36] have described a compact range
technique for measuring the gain patterns of full size micro
wave antennas and for making radar reflectivity measurements.
The basic principle of this technique is the use of a large
collimating device to generate a uniform plane wave across
the aperture of a target or antenna without requiring the
normal far-field separation. RCS patterns, as a function
of aspect angle were measured for various size standard tar
gets and compared with theoretically calculable RCS patterns.

Miller and Morton [37] have studied the RCS of a
metal plate with resonant slot. Yu [38] presented RCS of
a thin plate near grazing incidence with three higher order
diffraction techniques.
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Rahmat—Samii and Mittra [39] have employed 2: new

integral equation tub calculate tflma current distribution on
a rectangular plate when illuminated by a plane wave. Numeri
cal results are also obtained for the RC8 of a plate for
different angles of incidence and «different dimensions. of
the plate.

Lin et al. [40] have investigated RCS of a conduct
ing rectangular plate, numerically and experimentally by
a wire mesh model. This numerical example also .included
the edge-on incidence where physical optics and geometrical
theory of diffraction have failed.

The development cnfea rapid RCS measurement techni

que over wide frequency bands has been presented by
Weir et al. [41] in 1974. The Hewlett-Packard(HP) automatic
network analyser. along with scattering—parameter measurement

systan has been adapted for RCS measurements. Typically the
clutter, antenna cross coupling, enui systemm errors ixl the
absence of target are reduced to an equivalent value of
-45 dBsm.

The broad side RCS of a rectangular box is presented
tqr'Tsai [42]. The solution ix; formed tur integral equation
technique. Appel—Hensen [43] had used ea two-port network
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and geometrical interpretation of equations involved in
antenna scattering, to determine the antenna characteristics
in properly designed scattering measurements.

Keen [44] kuui developed ea numerical technique for
the evaluation CHE the monostatic RCS <xE any regular shape
cu? corner reflector consisting cnf three orthogonal plates.

A plain and simple, yet accurate formula to calcu
late the backscattered RCS of a perfectly conducting hollow,
finite circular cylinder with E1 closed terminathmi is pro
posed by Huang [45]. The radiated field from the cavity
region ii; evaluated via, tflua Kirchoff approximation and the
reciprocity theorem.

A solution is presented by Le Vine [46] for the
monostatic RCS of dielectric disks of arbitrary shape, thick
ness euui dielectric constant. This result is cmmained by
employing a Kirchoff-type approximation technique. The inter
nal fields induce polarisation and conduction currents from
which the scattered field and RCS can be computed.

Sanyal and Bhattacharyya [47] have applied the uni
form asymptotic theory of ndiffraction (UAT) tx) obtain an
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expression for RCS of curved plates. Comparison with experi
mental results show good agreement even for different small
and intermediate radii of curvature of the plate.

The measurement of the RC8 of a long metallic rod
is reported by Rembold [48], using continuous wave Doppler
radar at 60 GHz. The derived expression for RCS demonstrates
good agreement with the measured data.

Bhattacharyya et al. [49] described 51 monostatic
CW RCS measurement facility on X—band. This set up is capa
ble of automatically measuring the CW monostatic RCS over
the aspect angle ranging from O to 2:180 for both parallel
and perpendicular polarisation. The typical value of effect
ive isolation between transmitted and received signal is
of the order of 60 dB and dynamic range of 35 dB.

Radiation characteristics of 90° dihedral corner
reflectors are examined in detail by Corona et al. [50],
with proper choice (M3 the measurement scanning angle, this
corner reflector was conveniently used as a reference target
in experimental determination of Efixl. The numerical. model
developed using physical optics and the image method, has
been improved by taking into account, the rays diffracted
by the corner edges.
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Yaghjian and Mc Gahan [51] predicted the broadside
RCS of em perfectly conducting cube, from arbitrarily low
to arbitrarily high frequencies, and compared txa measured
data taken for cube of side lengths ranging from 0.15 to
4 wavelengths. At low frequencies, the magnetic field inte
gral equation was 'augmented' to eliminate its spurious homo
geneous solutions and thus to produce high accuracy beyond
the resonance region Lu) through the intermediate range. At
high frequencies, diffraction solution was 'enhanced' to
produce high accuracy down through the intermediate freq
ency range into the resonance region.

Dybdal [52] has reviewed the fundamentals cnf RCS
measurements in 1987. Measurement facilities including the
present active compact range techniques, are described.
The wide bandwidth electronics and digital signal processing
capabilities encouraged the earlier objective of determin
ing RCS and have extended to include the developing techni
ques to distinguish different types of targets and modifying
the target smattering pmoperties. Achievable accuracy and
those factors that limit the aaccuracy <yf RCS lneasurements
are discussed.

Delisle et al. [53,54] have reported analytical
and experimental results (N1 RCS- of classical targets and
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real projectiles such ens 20 Imn bullet, ea Ml—lOS Imn shell
and small cylinder with films. The analytical methods used
to obtain the results include geometrical and physical optics,
geometrical theory of diffraction and moment methods. Welsh
and Link [55] developed two theoretical models for RCS mea~
surements of large targets consisting of multiple independent
point scatters.

2.3 RADAR CROSS SECTION REDUCTION

The low RCS measurement requires careful cancel
lation of the background reflections. The large size of
the target tends to upset the background cancellation balance
obtained in the absence of the target. So, when the cross
section of the target is large, the "target to background
cross section ratio can be made approximately large.
Bachman et al. [56—58] have presented a careful analysis
of low RCS measurement techniques and the important problems

incurred in realizing the sensitivities for long ranges.
They listed five types of RCS ranges.

Bradford [59] presented a physical optics solution
for the nmmostatic RCS cflf a corrugated metallic pipe. The
surface of corrugation is sinusoidal.
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The RC5 of a flat, coated metal plate of arbitrary
shape zhs presented kn: Knop [10]. Knott [60] has analysed
the RC8 of a dihedral corner and showed that the double bounce

mechanism dominates the Radar echo and this contribution

can be reduced by a considerable extent if the electrical
size of the dihedral corner sides are known. In 1973 Emerson

[61] reviewed in detail the electromagnetic wave absorbers
which will reduce scattering’ and ‘reflection from Imetallic
objects considerably.

The deformation of metallic flat plates into cylin
drical segments and shielding of flat plates by such segments
to reduce the large specular reflection—echo ii; presented
by Knott [62]. Even though it has not reduced the mean cross
section by more than 1 dB, a useful reduction in mean return
was achieved when the angle subtended by the cylindrical
segment was greater than the angular base interval over which
the mean is taken. This reduction was achieved independent
of frequency.

Kennaugh [63] had presented the variation of back
scattered. RCS ‘with common transmit receiver jpolarisation P
by a simple geometrical construction on a Poincare sphere.

Bhattacharya and Tandon [64] have presented an
asymptotic high frequency‘ estimation cyf monostatic EKX3 of
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a finite planar metallic structure coated with a lossy di
electrdx: and compared ‘with experiments if} X—band. The
expression for RC8 is obtained by using a diffraction coeffi~
cient involving lflaliuzhient's function. They"used ea conti
nuous wave (CW) monostatic RCS measurement set up for the
experimental results, and achieved a reduction of 5 dB with
a single coating of epoxy resin of thickness A/20.

Radar performances like, detection tracking and
position and velocity measurement are mainly affecting the
statistical properties of radar targets. In. [65], Peter
Swerling et ail. have studied tflue main issues ix} reducing
RCS data in the form of statistical models. RCS data are

obtained from Ineasurements in sun indoor cm: outdoor‘ range.
From these data, ‘empirical’ RCS distributions are <deter
mined. They have given attention primarily on deriving models
of the probability distribution of individual RCS samples.

Ray and Mittra [66] have suggested the reduction
of RCS using strips having electrical resistance. The descri
ption is useful in scattering calculations for a wide range
of incident field angles. Cuba and Rawat [67] have presented
a method to control RCS by impedance loading.
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2.4 RCS REDUCTION USING CORRUGATIONS

The scattering <yf electromagnetic waves kn! struct
ures vfldxfli are periodic lJ1 one dimension is (HE interest in
many areas. These gratings are adequately treated by simple
approximations of the boundary conditions from Maxwell's
equations. ifime fields of an) infinite grating excited. by
a monochromatic plane wave consists essentially of an infinite
set of plane waves: with ‘propagating modes‘ which carry
energy ix: specific directions enui ‘surface waves‘ which are
exponentially damped normal to the plane of the grating.
The existence of these waves follows from the periodicity
of the structure and the field must be represented as a
Fourier series, and this has been the starting point of many
authors. In 1907, Rayleigh [68] first applied this proce—
dure txa the ‘corrugated grating‘. Propagation cfif electro
magnetic waves along an infinite corrugated surface ‘whose
slots are vanishingly thin is investigated by Hurd [69] using
a method based on the calculus of residues. Twersky [70]
had expressed the field of a grating of cylinders excited
by 5: plane wave as ea transmitted set, a reflected set, and
essentially the snmi of the tun) inside the grating. Senior
[71] had analysed the scattering cnfaa plane wave by a per
fectly conducting sheet having sinusoidal corrugations.
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The possibility’ of reducing (N? enhancing tflua RC8
of metallic targets is presented by Lowrie and Peters [72].
Wirgin amui Deleuil FIE] have developed ea rigorous electro
magnetic theory of the diffraction of light by a blazed
lamellar grating.

De Santo [74,75] presented the solution of an inci—
dent plane wave scattered from a surface corrugated in one
dimension, and infinite number of periodic finite depth,
infinitesimally thin parallel plates having soft boundary
and hard boundary.

Roumiguieres et al. [76] have investigated the
possibility of making perfectly conducting rectangular groove
gratings perfectly‘ blazed simultaneously in kxflfli polarisa
tions and numerous efficiency curves are given.

Kalhor [77] has analysed diffraction cfif parallel
polarised electromagnetic waves from corrugated: periodic,
perfectly conducting surfaces by rigorous method and method
based on Rayleigh hypothesis.

An exact description of scattering of an incident
plane wave with TB polarisation at an interface between two
dielectric media with triangular shaped teeth was presented
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by Marcuse [78]. The field iml the grating region is taken
as a double Fourier series expansion.

Ebbeson [79] has presented the results of an analy
tical and numerical investigation of TM polarised plane wave

scattering from an infinite, fin corrugated surface. This
surface was composed of ;hnfinitely thin fins (HE spacing
X/2-<a.< A , and specular reflections from this surface can
be completely converted tn) backscatterer in E1 direction
opposite to the incident wave when the fin period and height
are properly chosen.

Jull and Ebbeson [7] have proposed the use of
corrugated surfaces to reduce the interfering reflections
from buildings, in particular, instrument landing system
(ILS) interference from hangers near airport runways. A
numerical examination of infinite comb grating for TM pola—
risation is made with spacing A/2< a<)\. Model measurements
at 35 GHz verified that the surface behaves exactly as pre
dicted for infinite comb. They have also reported [80] per—
fect blazing <1E reflection grating txn the n == -1 spectral
order iknr both TE euui TM polarisations. Simultaneous 100%

blazing for both polarisations with rectangular grooves is

possible for l9.5° < Ehi< 59.4°. Design curves for these
surfaces have also been presented.
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Loewen et al. [81] have investigated the diffra
ction efficiency behaviour' of both blazed .and lmolographic
gratings. The theory tmf scattering tn! periodic metal sur
face has been presented by Whitman and Schwering [82], utili~
sing the physical optics approximation to determine the
current distribution in the Inetal surface. The~ solutions
are determined from the condition that the field radiated
knr the current distribution into time lower half-space must
cancel the primary plane wave in the space range.

Cheo [83] has presented numerical results for
plane—wave scattering from ea perfectly conducting diffract
ion grating with triangular‘ groove profile. Simultaneous
blazing with 100% efficiency is obtainable in a littero
arrangement. The range of the angle of incidence, for which
such simultaneous blazing occurs, zhs considerably’ narrower
than that obtained in a rectangular groove profile.

Heath and Jull [84] have predicted the theoretical
evaluation of the coefficients of time matrices, governing
the scattering mode, for a plane electromagnetic wave incident
on a perfectly conducting periodic surface with a rectangular
groove profile. When Bragg condition is satisfied, the
matrices Emma decomposed. They also demonstrated the elimi
nation of specular reflection for TE, TM or both modes,
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numerically ENK3 experimentally [85]. Application in) radar
target design is also proposed [85].

James [86] has reported the surface reactance
of’ a corrugated plate, illuminated 'by 51 plane ‘wave "using
rigorous solution. The dependence of the surface reactance
(N1 slot period, depth, width Emmi the angle cnf the incident
wave are discussed.

Triangular and rectangular groove surfaces which
reflect only transverse electric (TE) polarisation while
totally backscattering transverse magnetic (TM) polarisation
are investigated by Jull et al. [87,88]. Experimental design
data are also provided. Hurd and Jull [89] have investigated
the scattering of a plane polarised wave from a grating
composed of narrow grooves in a perfectly conducting surface.

Metal gratings of high diffraction efficiency
can kme effective for (mu wave polarisers, frequency filters
and multipliers. At lower frequencies, their use is gene
rally limited tnr the physical size. A numerical study of
the effect lof finite size (N1 high efficiency“ reflection
gratings is given by Jull and Hui [90].
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A low baCk—scatter corrugated metal surface has
been designed, fabricated and tested for H—polarised trans
verse electromagnetic incident wave by Bhattacharyya and
Tandon [91]. The problem has been formulated using scatter
ing matrix approach and the reflection and transmission
coefficients aw: the fin—air interface are ékmermined using
an integral equation approach, and thus the RC8 is obtained.
They have carried out the experimental work in an outdoor
CW scattering range using analog background cancellation
technique with the help of hybrid junctions.

Jull et al. [92] have examined the effect of
reflection grating size on its performances. A numerical
analysis of thin corrugated conducting strips with rectangular
groove pmofile (hurl blazed to r1== -1 spectral order shows
that high efficiency gratings remain efficient as the number
of grating elements reduced to four or two, provided that
iflue incidence» is run: near grazing. Experimental investi
gations. of crossed gratings cnf square pyramids are «given
by Cai et al. [93]. Yasura et a1. [94] analysed the diffract
ion from a sinusoidal metal grating.

The widely used transversely corrugated surfaces
having the same anisotropic surface impedance deserve a
common name. Kildal [95] proposed to call them as "soft
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surfaces" analogous to soft surfaces in acoustics. The soft
and hard surfaces can kxa used. as tgeneral design [elements
when constructing scatterers to obtain certain desired radia
tion characteristics.

2.5.1 Strip gratings

Lewis and Casey [96] have showed that the effect
of increasing resistivity of the wires in a grating is to
decrease the amplitude of the reflection coefficient and
phase (Hi the transmission coefficient. The sign of these
changes depends upon that cnf similar‘ gratings having no
resistance.

The control and direction of electromagnetic waves
are accomplished jxm general, by the tux; of boundary mater
ials and structures which produce desired effects on such
waves when incident on them. Groves [97] proposed an import

ant class of ‘boundary structure: for‘ this purpose, having
alternative areas of conducting and non—conducting materials.

The solution for the problem of a plane wave
incident obliquely cnu a parallel-wire grid: which is backed
by a plane conducting surface is presented by Wait [98].
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It iii shown that, :h1 certain cases, ea resistive wire grid
will absorb all energy of the incident wave.

Primich [99] investigated theoretical and experi
mental results for the reflection and transmission of uniform

plane electromagnetic waves, normally incident cum an ideal
strip grating. The theory is based on the variational method,
and the measurements were made at normal incidence in a para

llel plate region operating in the 8-10 cm wavelength range.

Larsen [100] has presented a survey of literature
concerning the electromagnetic properties of wire grids.
It included a short description of properties and applica
tions cflf wire grids along with some particular grid confi
gurations like ferromagnetic ‘wire «grids, (dielectric: coated
wire grids, parallel grids with parallel wires and cmossed
wires, and grids parallel to conducting and dielectric inter
faces.

As a practical application of diffraction grating,
Takada and Shinji [101] have presented a diffraction grating
which was a new version of microwave passive repeator deve
loped to improve the transmission qualities of links utilis
ing mountain diffraction. It has special advantages in the
high frequency region and :hi 11 GHz common carrier’ band,
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where the construction of a large aperture flat reflector
encounters difficulties and becomes uneconomical. Principles
and characteristics of diffraction gratings are given with
test results. Villeneuvrz [102] presented emu approximation
technique iknt computing transmission enui reflection coeffi
cients for plane waves propagating through stratified slabs.

Sigelmann [103] studied the surface wave modes
in a dielectric slab covered by a periodically slotted condu
cting plane. Sampling and variational methods are used to
obtain the surface—wave modes.

Neureuther and Zaki [lO4] presented a method for
improving the accuracy of approximate numerical solutions
of doubly infinite sets of simultaneous linear algebraic
equations. The method :hs based on using prior information
about the asymptotic behaviour of the solution to anticipate
the dominant contributions of time terms. The» advantages
and disadvantages of this method are discussed for the well
known problem of scattering from a planar grating.

Jacobsen [105] has described an analytical numeri
cal and experimental investigation of a practical, two—dimen—

sional periodically modulated slow—wave structure. The
structure is a dielectric slab covered on one side by a
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perfectly conducting ground pdane enui on the other side by
perfectly conducting thin strips perpendicular to the direct
ion of propagation.

Chen [106] has formulated the boundary value
problem of an infinite array of thin plates arranged in a
doubly periodic grid along any two coordinates, in a general
form for an arbitrarily polarised plane wave incident from
any oblique angle. Both magnitude and phase of the reflect
ion coefficients are determined explicitly.

Green [l07]- has proposed integral equations for
currents induced (N1 an infinite perfectly conducting grating
for a plane wave. These integral equations are approximated
by matrix equations, which are readily solved for currents.
From these currents the strengths of the grating modes are
obtained. IN: is also possible to extend this technique to
dielectric gratings.

Kalhor and Neureuther [108] have suggested a gene

ral numerical technique' for analysing <iiffraction tgratings
of arbitrary groove shape as electromagnetic boundary-value
problenn The method yields the induced surface current:
from vflfixflm the energies zhi various radiating orders can be
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conveniently obtained. The accuracy and versatility of the
technique are demonstrated.

A numerical solution for the problem of scattering
of a plane wave by a dielectric sheet with an embedded perio
dic array (HE conducting strips was presented by Lee [lO9].
The primary motivation for introducing the strips is to rein
force the mechanical hardness of the sheet in certain random

applications. The additional strips also improve the trans
mission through the composite structure.

Mittra et al. [110] have investigated two methods
for solving the problem of plane wave diffraction by grating
with sinusoidal profiles, one the extension of Rayleigh hypo
thesis and the other analytic continuation technique.

Ikuno and Yasuura [111] have presented and applied
a model expansion to solve tine boundary" value problem «of
scattering from a periodic structure composed of a perfectly
conducting surface.

The solution to the problem of scattering of a
plane wave by an infinite periodic array of thin conductors
on. a dielectric slab ‘was formulated tug Montgomery [ll2].
Numerical results are presented with experimental data.
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Kalhor and Armand [113] have presented numerical

integral equation technique for the analysis of the problem
of diffraction of electromagnetic waves by an infinite array
of conducting cylinders. The solution of the integral equa
tion gives the surface field over one element of the grating
from which the reflected and the transmitted mode amplitudes
are conveniently calculated.

Hurd and Sachdeva [114] have formed the low fre

quency solution of the <diffraction problem1 of IE—polarised
plane wave incident on a dielectric loaded slit in a perfectly
conducting plane.

Wilton and Govind [115] have demonstrated the
importance of incorporating the edge behaviour into the moment

method solution procedure for TM-wave scattering by a condu
cting strip. ‘Various numerical schemes for treating the
edge behaviour are examined for low frequencies, where an
analytical solution of the quasi—static integral equation
is available for comparison.

Analysis of the scattering by an infinite periodic
array of microstrip disks on a dielectric sheet using Galerkin
solution of vector integral equation was made by Montgomery
[ll6]. Later, he studied [ll7] the solution of TE and TM
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electromagnetic scattering for an infinite array of multiple
parallel strips using tflue perturbational form (M3 the modi—
fied residue— calculus 'technique~ (MRCT). Numerical results
are presented and discussed in it. The solution is found
from the canonical problem. of .an infinite periodic array
of semi-infinite parallel plates.

Kalhor [ll8] has analysed diffraction of electro
magnetic waves tnr a planar .array cnf perfectly conducting
strips, by a simple numerical technique based on mode expan
sion and point matching. Results are compared against other
numerical results available in literature. Further numerical
results are pmesented which show usefulness (ME these stru
ctures ans shielding grids, reflectionless metallic supports
and polarisers.

By using microwave models of optical gratings
Tamir et al. [ll9—l24] realised dielectric grating with
asymmetric triangular cm: trapezoidal profiles that exhibit
beam coupling efficiencies. The behaviour of leaky modes
along microwave gratings shows that, Bragg scattering approach

provides simple design criteria for blazed dielectric gratings
and broad band high efficient optical beam coupling devices.

\
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Rope and Tricoles [125] have described the beha
viour of corrugations with their heights normal to the surface
of tflue sheet or tilted. The latter have heights inclined
to the sheets and these are called blazed gratings. Experi
mental data. are given for several sheets corrugated ‘with
triangular grooves. Dielectric constant, groove spacing
and groove depth are also taken as variables.

The scattering of e.m. waves by planar arrays
of perfectly conducting strips is analysed by a simple method
based on physical optics by Kalhor [126]. The induced current
is determined using simple computation to obtain the ampli
tudes of various propagating space harmonics.

Richmond [127] developed the theory of scattering
from a strip and that from a strip grating. The convergence
of moment method solution is found to be greatly improved
when the basic function include the edge mode. Numerical
results are presented for the reflection coefficient of the
strip grating.

Pauchard [128] has investigated the scattering
of electromagnetic plane wave by a plane grating of conducting
wires. The wires are parallel, equidistant and alternatively
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continuous and discontinuous. The discontinuous wires may
be considered ens dipole lines. The problem is numerically
solved and conducting currents are determined by means of
a system of first kind integral equations which are converted
to a linear equation system by moment method.

A plane electromagnetic wave is represented as
a series of plane waves. The known solution of the problem
of diffraction of a plane wave by a double grating is analysed
by Prosvinrnin and Reznik [l29]. The distribution of the
transmitted field imxifiue near zone, tflue shape of the radia
tion pattern, and the magnitude of the transmission coeffi
cient, all depending on the parameters of the grating stru
cture, are also considered. A method of analysis for strip
gratings Mdth rmnxa than one conducting strip per period is
given by Archer [l30]. The method is then applied to a
periodic twin—strip grating with two unequal gaps.

Marcuvitz [l3l] has presented the formula for
the equivalent, normalised parameters for various grid confi
gurations. In all cases, the plane of incidence is perpendi
cular to the wires and solutions are determined by an integral
equation method. Petit [132] presented electromagnetic theory
of plane grating, in which the integral methods and differf
ential methods are studied in greater depth.
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Kalhor and Ilyas [133] have investigated the
scattering of electromagnetic waves by an array of perfectly
conducting rectangular cylinders embedded in E1 dielectric
slab, by a numerical procedure based on an integral equation
technique. ‘The solution of this integral equation gives
the induced surface currents on the surface of the scatterers.

Parker «N: al. [l34—l35] have reported arrays of
simple rings (M1 close packed square or triangular lattices.
These are useful as frequency selective surfaces for reflector
antennas. The scattering problem of surface waves by a metal
lic strip above a dielectric clad ground plane is treated
by Hayshi and Ohro [l36]. The Green's function is rigorously
evaluated and ‘the ‘reflection. and. transmission coefficients

of the TB and TM surface waves incident upon the thin condu
cting strip loaded perpendicular’ to the ground plane are
obtained.

Hall and Mittra [l37—l38] have formulated solution

for scattering for time case ix: which {flue conductivity’ is
finite and a resistive boundary condition. The problem of
scattering from. this resistive strip <grating ix; formulated
in the spectral domain. The results presented are for a
periodic array of resistive strips that are invariant in
the X direction and periodic in Y. The reflection coefficients
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are presented for perfectly conducting strips and strips
with resistivities upto 750 ohms/square. The finite conducti
vity has reduced the reflection coefficient and lowered the
resonance for the structure.

Formulae for ideal and good grating systems are
given by .Jeadong amui Guorui [l39]. Some» applications «of
the grating system such as 11/2 and N frequency filter, pola
risation rotators and impedance transformers are introduced
and the principle design considerations of an impedance trans
former are discussed.

Gallagher and Brammer [140] have studied the scat

tering of a plane wave from a periodic broken—wire grid buried
iJ1 a dielectric sheet for «general angle cu: incidence and
for arbitrary linear polarisation. These periodic grid of
broken wires kxfiunne as a capacitative structure below reso
nance and inductive above resonance. The measurements showed

that a transition from capacitative to inductive behaviour
is there when the frequency increases through resonance.

Cwik and Mittra [141-142] have presented a review
of techniques for the analysis of a planar periodic struct
ure along vdifim the outline of EM1 iterative solution which
allows for the treatment of surfaces composed of arbitrary
geometries.
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The problem of scattering of vertically polarised
e.m. wave from underground cylindrical objects is determined
by Kanellopoulos 6%: al. [143] Emmi for oblique incidence by
Bogdanov and Kevanishvili [l44].

Yamauchi [145] runs described 51 new modal theory

based on the orthogonal properties of the grating modes which
are ix: general composed cyf almost periodic functions. The
amplitude of the diffracted waves are determined and compari
sons are made numerically between the diffracted efficiencies
of the scattered wave for first, second, third Bragg angles.
Surattesu Emmi Petit [146] have pmesented ea numerical study
of perfectly conducting wire grating using the Hamiltonian
method.

Buyukaksoy and Uzgoren [147] have studied the
diffraction (Hf plane waves kn! a metallic strip residing in
the interface (Hf two dielectric media, in order to clarify
the secondary diffraction characteristics within tflua frame
work of ray optics.

Kobayashi [148] has investigated the problem of
diffraction by a thick strip grating with the aid of Wiener
Hopt technique. Kobayashi in [149—l50], considered periodic
parallel plate grating with dielectric loading, and the
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problem is analysed with the same technique. The Wiener-Hopt
equation is solved by decomposition procedure and then the
modified residue calculus technique (MRCT) is applied to in
crease the accuracy of the solution.

Nishimoto anui Aoki [151] analysed the scattering
of eaan. waves by an semi-infinite strip grating. under the
assumption that the strip is narrow relative to the wave
length.

A fast convergent integral equation solution to
the scattering problem of a transverse electric or trans
verse magnetic (TE/TM) plane wave by a one-dimensional perio

dic array of thin metal strips on a dielectric substrate
is described by VMJ [152]. :n; is shown that the dielectric
substrate has ea strong effect (N1 the scattering from the
large spacing strip grating.

Theoretical and experimental studies of the scat
tering by a two-dimensional periodic array of narrow per
fectly—conducting plates have been carried out by Ott et al.
[l53]. The scattering imm resonance rregion ii; treated zflor
normal incident plane wave.
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Rao and Bhartia [154] have- determined the «even
and odd mode impedances for the case of a structure consist
ing of elliptic bars located symmetrically between two in
finite parallel plates.

2.5.2 Strip grating with conducting ground plane

Few results are available in literature about
the scattering of e.m. waves by a strip grating with reflector.
Yamsaki and Hinata [155] presented a numerical analysis for
the scattering problem of an edectromagnetic wave by planar
grating vdifil reflector. The capacitive grating vdifll small
gap in which the strip thickness can be neglected has been
analysed in [l55]. In [156] the grating with inductance
and capacitive reflectors are analysed by Kitajima et al.

Moshiko and Adachi [157] have analysed the plane
wave scattering cm: reflection from an infinite planar array
consisting of loaded half—wave dipoles <3ver ea lossy Inalf
space. When the dipoles are arranged approximately and
loaded with an approximate impedance, the incident plane
wave nmur be completely absorbed by the load impedances and

the lossyrhakfisgmxemedium, results no reflection.

Kalhor* and Ilyas [l58] invesitgated tine problem
of electromagnetic scattering by periodic conducting cylinders
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embedded ix: a dielectric slab backed by 5: plane conducting
plate. Using Green's function approach, the problem of e.m.
scattering from conducting cylinders located above the ground
is considered kn? Cottis auui Kannllopoulos [159] anui study
of scattering by multiple conducting and dielectric cylinders
by EL—Gamal and Shafai [l60].

Kalhor [161] analysed the scattering from strips
on a dielectric slab over a ground plane by mode expansion
method. The fields are expanded in terms of suitable pro
pagating and evanescent modes in various regions. This method

is interesting because, it is analytically simple and fast
in computation.

A corrugated surface is ea reactive surface which
exhibits pass band-stop band characteristics with respect
to the propagation of a surface wave. The pass band—stop
band characteristics depend on the depth of the slots and
the direction of propagation across the surface. Moreover,
the longitudinal surface impedance also depends on the depth
of-corrugations.

It is possible to control the RC8 of targets by
altering the propagation properties CHE surface xunma mode.
The feasibility of this concept by use of a corrugated surface
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is demonstrated in [72]. Using these surfaces it is possible
to reduce or enhance the RC8 of metallic targets.
Bhattacharyya and Tandon [91] invented a low back—scattered

corrugated surface for H—polarised wave. Such surfaces find
useful pmactical application udunxe the radars operating in
crowded airports, to reduce the permanent echoes from terminal
building and large aircraft hangers.

2.6 ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT WORK

From the above review,it can be seen that attempts
have been made to reduce the RC8 of a metallic target using
different types of corrugations. There is considerable redu
ction or enhancement in RCS due to adoption of corrugations.
It would be possible to reduce the reflectivity of a target
by properly utilising the destructive interference phenomena
in scattering from such targets. Scattering from conducting
objects above a lossy medium is a problem of current interest
concerning radar detection and identification of targets
near the ground.

The implimentation of metallic corrugation for
the reduction of RCS itsza difficult and time-consuming pro
cess. No attempt has been reported about development of
an alternative system to metallic corrugated surface for
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RC8 reduction. To overcome the technical and practical diffi
culties encountered in the implementation of corrugated sur
faces, a simulated corrugated surface (SCS) has been developed

in the present work. The SCS consists‘of thin conducting
strips on a dielectric sheet with a metallic reflector behind
it. This system behaves exactly as a metallic corrugated
surface ixx its scattering properties. Further, this strip
grating has several advantages over metallic corrugated sur
faces. Fnmn the designer's point of view, the fabrication
of SCS is much more simple and easy than that of conventional
metallic corrugated surfaces.

In the present investigation, the behaviour of
the strip grating for the reduction of normal and near—normal
back—scattering is also studied if} detail. The» advantages
of the SCS over metallic corrugated surfaces are established
from experimental data over a wide range of frequencies.

As a part of the present work, a theory of scat
tering from the elements of the strip grating has been deve
loped. On the basis of this theory, the experimental results
were interpreted and 21 comparative analysis iii made. The
observed effects of the strip grating system is thus explained
on a sound theoretical basis.
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the techniques adopted for
the» measurements and estimation cxf RCS parameters CHE the

targets. Experimental set up and computation techniques
employed are described in detail.

Measurement methods (Hf Radar Cross Section (RCS)

involve, three basic elements.

l. a source or radiator of electromagnetic energy

2. a target or scatterer of energy

3. a receiving antenna which measures the propert
ies of electromagnetic field at points in space.

The electromagnetic field resulting from the source
in the absence of scatterer is termed as the ‘incident field‘.
The total field is the electromagnetic field resulting from
the source current but with the presence of the scatterer.

57
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The vector difference at each point between the total field
and the incident field is termed as the ‘scattered field’.

For tflue present study, the ndcrowave source used
is a sweep oscillator with a frequency band of 8.0—l2.4 GHz
(HP 8620). It gives levelled output power for all frequen
cies with a level control. Isolators,variable attenuators;
waveguide detectors, directional couplers, coaxial cables
and other essential components are used in the experimental
set tug. The dimensions of the ‘waveguide components are

such that they will support TElO mode. Measuring amplifiers
and X—Y/t recorders are used ifinr analyzing and recording
the received power. Movable and adjustable transmitting
and receiving systems are specially designed with a turn
table at the centre of an arch—shaped platform over which
the transmitter or receiver or both can be precisely moved.
Microwave absorbing materials are interposed so as to avoid
direct coupling between transmitter and receiver. Maximum
care is taken txa avoid the reflections and scattering from
nearby conducting surfaces.

3.2 ANECHOIC CHAMBER

The anechoic chamber is simply an enclosure lined
up with microwave absorbing material. The ordinary rectangu
lar anechoic chamber admits, in addition to the direct ray
from target to antenna, a number of single-bounce rays.
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An improvement of this design is realized by making
the walls of the chamber in the shape of a shallow wedge,
with a rectangular silent zone or quiet zone. These are
called ‘tapered’ anechoic chambers. Such chambers designed
using ray optics principle can eliminate the single-bounce
rays and it in——turn improves the performance of the quiet
ZONE.

However, each design is devoted to specific inte
rest of measurement and the peculiarities of the targets
to be measured. Monostatic or single antenna method is
preferred in tapered chambers while such chambers are of
no use for measurements using bistatic techniques of RCS.
As a means for achieving both advantages, a "convertible
anechoic chamber" has been designed and its fabrication
is completed. By minor manual adjustments, the rectangular
chamber can be converted to a tapered one, depending on
the type of measurement. Work carried out in the design
and development of this convertible anechoic chamber is
described in appendix III. This modern convertible chamber
is unique in its design and it is useful for all types of
antenna and RCS measurements. The target under test is
mounted on a turn-table which is kept in the quiet zone
of the chamber. The turn-table is controlled remotely from
a control room, outside the chamber.
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3.3 ‘EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The principle involved in RCS measurements is
simple and well known. RC8 is nmmn: often determined by
comparison with the energy scattered by a calibration target
of known cross section. Measurement methods can be broadly
classified according to how the transmitted and received
fields are separated. The incident and the scattered fields
may be separated by

1. a difference ix} propagation direction (hybrid
tee, two—antenna system, SWR systems).

2. a frequency difference (Doppler and FM systems).

3. delay line (pulsed systems).

3.3.1 Difference in propagation direction
1. Hybrid junction cancellation

The continuous wave (CW) cancellation method
requires only 21 single antenna iJ1 hybrid junction (magic
tee) system euui is explained in section 3.5.1. with typical
arrangement. For making this sum accurate measurement, the
frequency stability (M3 the source must be accurately main
tained, and the introduction of the scatterer must not'sub—
stantially change the magnitude and phase of the background
return .
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2. Bistatic method

The ‘waveguide magic—Tee junction can kxe avoided

by using separate antennas for transmission and reception.
The bistatic or quasimonostatic measurements can kn; made
with such tum) antenna systems. .An important consideration
with a two antenna~system is the isolation between transmit
ter and the receiver: especially when cross-polarization
measurements are involved.

3. SWR method

By using field probes, direct measurements of
the scattered and incident fields can be made, eliminating
the need for calibration targets. Small monopoles are usually
used with an image plane which shields the transmission
line and other necessary equipment from direct illumination.

The monopole is moved along ea line between the
source and target to measure the amplitudes of standing
waves caused by interference between the incident field
and scattered field. The reflection coefficient of the
scattered field is given by [2]

Kwz [0/(£1 -w2)] - [1/(12 -401)]

0-+(W2 /‘” )1
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where w = the distance from the scatterer to a null in
the total field

to = distance fmmn the scatterer 1x) a. maximum ix:
total field

3 = distance from source to scatterer

0 = measured voltage standing wave ratio;
Ei+ESD-=E.-E1 s

where E1 is the incident field and E8 the
scattered field.

The back scattering cross section is given by

SWR determinations assume:

1. The probe is in the far field of both source and target.

2. The incident field polarization and scattered field pola
rization are parallel.

3. The probe does not perturb the field.

3.3.2 Modulation methods: Doppler method:—

Separation of incident and scattered field may
also be accomplished. by ‘modulating either field. at ‘the
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transmitter or en: the target. If the target is given a
component cxf velocity along time direction of illumination;
the scattered field will be shifted in frequency and may
be separated.

Fig.3.l shows a Doppler system used in free space
range. The target and calibrating object are Imounted <31
a rotating disc» The Doppler signal being recorded during
one portion of the forward motion.
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The attractive features of the Doppler method
are amplitude stabilities are not required, high isolations
are not required in the tee and irregularities in the mea
surement tend to cancel, since they affect both standard
and model.

3.3.3 Pulse systems

The scattered field from the incident field is
separated on the basis of time differences. A pulse measur
ing system is essentially' a simplified radar adapted for
measurements at short ranges.

3.4 RADAR ABSORBER MEASUREMENTS

The very important property of a radar absorber
is the reflectivity of component materials. It is dependent

on frequency and there are different measurement procedures
to estimate the reflectivity of the absorber material. These
are discussed below.

The basic objectives of the absorber measurements
are (1) the performance evaluation and (EU verification
of material properties (e.m. properties). These evaluations
are mainly for the finished absorber panels or sheets, and
the evaluation procedure must be of r1on—destructive type.
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In this case, the simple one is the reflectivity measure
ment iJ1 single cm: swept frequency. The methods available
for the reflectivity measurements are,

1. Arch method

2. RCS method

3. Waveguide method

Out of the above three methods, the first two
are free space method and the waveguide method requires
large waveguides of the size of the sample. In waveguide
method, the materials are evaluated by recording the output
of the probe, which is moved to and fro in the waveguide.
With this arrangement, the measurement could only be at
one frequency.

The measurement systems of electromagnetic propert

ies of absorber materials are always closed systems. Ir—
respective (Hf the thickness (M5 the sample, the reflecting
and transmitting properties of a sample is measured based
on the insertion properties of the sample in a transmission
line. The measurement procedures of e.m. properties of
the sample are listed as follows.
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1. Network analyzer

2. Time domain reflectometer

3. Slotted section interferometer

The sample in a transmission line is a discontinuity
and the amplitude and phase of the reflecting signal from
the sample, giving clues cm: the electromagnetic properties
of the sample“

In time domain reflectometer, narrow pulse wave
forms are transformed to the frequency domain by means of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Microprocessor based system
analyses the waveforms, digitizes them and perform the FFT.

A load at the end of a transmission line causes
reflection if tflua load impedance is not equal to the chara
cteristic impedance of the line. The measurement of the
standing wave patterns in front of the test sample leads
to the determination of the sample properties.

In the present study of strip gratings, which
can Ewe used as ea radar absorbing material, arch method is
found to be most suitable.
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3.5 ARCH METHOD

In arch method, the test panel is often placed
in front of illuminating and receiving antennas. The arch
itself is a vertical wooden framework that allows a pair
of antennas to be fixed at a constant radius from the centre

of the test panel, for a variety of subtended angles. Each
antenna is mounted on a carriage, which can be slowly rotated:
such that the carriage designed to keep the horn is pointed
to the centre of the test target,no matter where the carriage
is positioned (Fig.3.2). To reduce the direct coupling
of energy from transmitter and receiver, it it; necessary
to place microwave absorbers between the two antennas.

The strip grating system with proper metallic
backing plate is placed on a turn—table at the centre of
the arch. While making measurements, it is ensured that
the plane of the strip grating system is always perpendicular
to the plane of incidence of electromagnetic energy. A
plane aluminium plate of same dimension is used for the
calibration of the measurements.

3.5.1 Transmitting system

As shown in E‘ig.3.2, the set—up needed for the
measurement of reflected 01 == 0 mode) Emmi backscattered
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(n == -1 mode) power is quite simple. The amplitude modu
lated output from a sweep oscillator (HP 8620 C, 8—l2.4 GHz)

is fed through precision attenuator to one of the
crossed arms of the magic—'I‘ee. Components of a typical
CW system are shown in Fig.3.3.

The magic—Tee ijsea waveguide junction which can

be represented as ea four terminal network. iLf the four
terminals are terminated in matched or balanced impedances,
a signal entering any terminal will divide equally between
the two adjacent terminals and be isolated effectively
fmmn the fourth. ZD1 most cases, this system have a trans
mitter and receiver attached to the branch arms of a wave

guide magic~Tee, tuners and matched load are attached to
one collinear' arm and 23 single transmit—receivee horn is
attached to the other. In a perfect matched system of
a completely symmetrical tee, the transmitter and the
receiver would be completely isolated, the transmitter
signal would divide equally between the collinear arms;

-and the received signal would divide evenly between the
imatched load amufl the receiver. In practice, the load is
purposely ndsmatched slightly txa reflect ea small part of
the signal from the load arm into the receiver arm of the
tee. This signal is used to cancel unwanted background
reflections. It. is controlled :h1 amplitude anui phase by
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adjusting the ‘tuners. The ratio of time power‘ remaining
in the receiver arm cnf the tee after cancellation to the
power in transmitting arm is commonly called the ‘isolation’
of the system. The isolation required increases as the
required accuracy increases. The sensitivity’ of time CW
system is limited by an amount of isolation that can be
held between transmitter and receiver arms of the hybrid
tee. This degree- of isolation is, CH? course, affected
by several factors like frequency stability of RF source:
temperature change of the hybrid—tee and mechanical stabi
lity of the the waveguide system.

3.5.2 Receiving system

The receiving system consists of a waveguide
detector, from which the rectified output is given to a
measuring amplifier (Type 2636 Bruel and Kjaer). This
amplifier is provided with proper RF filters and it gives
output in (E3 as well as in volts directly from the meter.
The recorder output from the amplifier is given to X_Y/t
recorder (Type HP 7047 A).

The set up for the measurement of specularly
reflected power consists of a horn antenna and the waveguide
detector as shown in Fig.3.7. The detected output is given
to the measuring amplifier and XY/t recorder.
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Fig. 3.3 (b) CW Cancellagion technique using magic—tee.
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3 . 6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The measurement procedure starts vfiifix the support
stand (mount) lfl place of nmxkfln The slide screw tuner is
adjusted until there is no detectable signal in the receiver
arm (Hf the hybrid—tee. That is, tfiua field reflected from
the mount enui the background are cancelled. The model is
then pdaced im1 position, creating ani uncancelled signal in
the receiver arm. This signal is recorded. (Hue model is
then replaced by a standard object, and the uncancelled signal
from the standard is measured. In the present case, the
standard object is 51 plane metallic plate of the same size
as the strip grating and the reflected power from the strip
grating is compared with that from the metallic plate. The
strip grating system has 51 size 30 (mi x 30 tun with 10-12
grating elements.

A graphical display of the various power levels
in RCS measurement is shown in Fig.3.4.

The strip grating with a metallic reflector behind

it is set for an angle of incidence 91, using the turn-table.
The back—scattered power is measured from the receiver arm
of the hybrid tee euui the specularly reflected power is
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Fig. 3.4 Power levels in RCS measurements
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measured by setting the other receiver for an angle of reflect

ion, same as Q1. Now replacing tine strip grating by a plane
metallic plate of same size the back—scattered and reflected
power is measured. The measurements are repeated for differ
ent angles of incidence and the relative power level is
plotted.

3.7 FABRICATION OF STRIP GRATING

In most of the recently developed corrugated
reflectors for the elimination of specular reflection in
airports and Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), the materials
used are brass and aluminitmn The design parameters are
mainly,

1. Shape of corrugation

2. Period, d

3. Width of the- grooves, a

4. Corrugation depth, h.

IX corrugated surface is ea reactive surface, which
exhibits pass band and stop band characteristic with respect
to the propagatbmi of a surface wave. The pass band — stop
band characteristics depend on the depth. of time slots and
the directions of propagation [72]. Further, the longitudinal
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surface-impedance, that is the impedance seen tn; the ‘wave
travelling along the surface; also depends on the depth of
corrugations h.

The following rectangular corrugated surfaces are
fabricated and studied using aluminium plate of thickness
20 mm and 30 mm and dimensions of 30 cm x 30 cm.

a b h d a/dN0’ cm cm cm cm

P1 1.71 0.30 1.50 2.01 0.851
P2 1.70 1.30 1.50 3.00 0.566
P3 1.70 0.20 0.80 1.90 0.894
P4 1.70 0.30 0.70 2.00 0.850

Table 3.1
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3.8 STRIP GRATING SYSTEM

Thin copper strips of dimension b are fixed on a
dielectric sheet (ME size 30 run x 30 cmn The dimension of
a and b are kept same as that of the corrugated surface as
shown in Figs.3.5 and 3.6. The following strip grating systems
are fabricated and studied (Table 3.2).

-no

n-n&u¢n-on-1:.-no-1——.j#4 >1
metallic corrugations.

,. _.
.,_::_:::—:::—n—

-.
‘U

c
'1

'-_--..-..:::q.._qu-i—i—

-. .'._'

strip grating system.

Fig. 3.5 Rectangular metallic corrugated surface and
equivalent strip grating system.
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a b dNo. cm cm cm a/d

S1 1.6 1.5 3.1 0.516S2 0.2 1.8 2.0 0.100
S3 1.71 0.3 2.01 0.851S4 1.3 1.5 2.80 0.464S5 1.7 1.3 3.0 0.566686 3.6 0.2 3.8 0.947S7 1.8 0.3 2.1 0.857S8 2.4 1.0 3.4 0.705
89 1.5 1.5 3.0 0.500S10 1.4 1.4 2.8 "S11 1.2 1.2 2.4 "S12 1.0 1.0 2.0 "S13 0.8 0.8 1.6 "S14 1.8 1.8 3.6 "S15 2.0 2.0 4.0 "

Table 3.2
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3.9 TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC (TE) AND TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC (TM)
POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

The elimination of specular reflection (perfect
blazing) for‘ one spectral order can hug achieved tnr either
transverse electric (TE) gmdarization, :hi which the electric
field sh; parallel 133 the grooves of ea reflection grating or
for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, in which the mag
netic field is parallel to the grooves.

The strip grating system is placed on a turn table.
The specularly reflected power is measured using the receiver
as polarization analyzer. The- polarization analyzer is aa
receiving system in which the receiving pyramidal horn antenna
can be rotated about its own axis depending on TE or TM pola
rization as shown in Fig.3.7. Here, one end of the waveguide
which is passing through two bearings, is connected to a pyra
midal horn enui the other end ix) a crystal detector with an
adjustable short. This mechanism provides EH1 easy rotation
of the receiving antenna about a horizontal axis. The whole
system is attached to the receiving arm of the arch as shown
in Fig.3.2.

3.10 MEASUREMENT AND RECORDING OF BACK*SCATTERED POWER

The strip grating is fixed on a turn-table placed
at the centre of the arch. The turn table has a speed of
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0.75 rpm. After the preliminary adjustments, the turn—table
is rotated and the back—scattered power is recorded. Instead
of strip grating, the reference target is placed in the same
position and the back—scattered power is recorded without
any change in the measurement system.

3.11 SELF—COMPLEMENTARY STRIP GRATINGS

The elimination of normal incidence reflected power
(back—scattered power) ix; not possible in time case of rect
angular metallic corrugated surface. However, using self
complementary strip gratings,ii; is possible to eliminate the
normal and near normal incidence specular reflection. In
self—complementary strip grating the width of the strip 'b'
is equal to the spacing between the elements 'a'. The grating
period d is chosen such that the Bragg condition is satisfied
for perfect blazing.

The se1f—complementary strip grating with a metallic
reflector behind it also behaves as metallic corrugations
in eliminating the specular reflection in EH1 angular range

of l9.49«<9i < 90°. The variation cm: the grating period ‘d'
against time variation cm: reflected power :hs studied keeping
the condition a = d/2.
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single periodicd= a+b'

dual-periodic
d= a+ (b'+b"+b')

Fig.3.8 Single periodic and dual periodic strip gratings.
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The variation of reflected power due to the change
in dielectric thickness is also studied by changing the di
electric sheet in between the strip grating and the reflector.

3.12 MULTI ELEMENT STRIP -GRATING

The ndnimum thickness (M3 the dielectric sheet for

the elimination of specular reflection can be further reduced
by using nmdti—element strip gratings. The strips of width
'b' are split up such that b = b‘ + b" + b’, keeping the spac
ing between the strips 'a' as constant as shown in Fig.3.8.
The ‘variation cnf the reflected power (hue to time variation
cH§ the thickness <yE dielectric sheet, enui the variation due
to the change in incident angle are studied in detail.
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Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter concentrates on the design and perform
ance evaluation of different types (ME strip» gratings ‘which
possess the properties of Radar Absorbing Materials (RAM)
to reduce Radar Cross Section (RCS) to a considerable extent.
The nmum1 concentration ix: the performance evaluation shs the
reflected RF power. Little attention is given to the actual
calculation of EKEL However, the magnitude of the reflected
power from a target, as such, gives an indication of the magni
tude of its radar cross section.

As discussed in Chapter‘ I, the practical graded
dielectric RAMs like Ekdisbury Screens and Jaumann absorbers
have many ljndtations. These limitations are ix) bandwidth,
physical thickness, weight, appropriate dielectric anui mag
netic properties and aerodynamical properties. In most cases,
the unwanted reflections can km; greatly’ reduced tar coating
or covering the reflecting surfaces with suitable: absorbing
materials. The strip grating technique described in this
thesis can be used for the same purpose, with great advantages.

86
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To reduce the reflections from flat metallic
surfaces, in time present work, 51 technique has been developed
using perfectly blazed strip gratings on a dielectric sheet.
This technique 515 more successflxl and useful zhi eliminating
the specular reflections from conducting surfaces for normal
incidence and near normal incidence, than coating by RAM's.

A flat metallic plate is taken as RCS standard
target enui the performance cm? the corrugated metallic plate
and strip grating is compared with that of the plane metallic
plate. The following observations were carried out (M1 strip
grating system.

1. Comparison of the performance of reflector—backed strip
gratings and the metallic corrugated plate.

2. The effect of variation of frequency.

3. The effect of variation of the thickness of dielectric
medium (‘h’).

4. Elimination <yE normal incidence emui near—normal incidence

specular reflections.

5. Variation of back-scattered power against the variation
of dielectric thickness h for normal incidence: self
complementary strip grating.
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6. The effect of Imilti—elements (dual periodic) (N1 specular
reflection.

The variations cnf the back—scattered (n == -1) and reflected
(n ==(D) power for all these grating systems are studied for
different incident angle and are summarised below.

4.2 COMPARISON OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF STRIP GRATINGS AND
CORRUGATED METALLIC PLATES

Multipath interference from terminal buildings
and control towers is a serious problem in Instrument Landing
Systems (ILS). This type CH3 interference if; also occurring
in urban TV ‘reception. The incident 1nicrowave- signal from
a transmitting radar is reflected to different directions
and is constantly received as EH1 interference imu receiving
system. A suitable method to eliminate this interference
is to dress up the building with absorbing materials. These
absorbing’ materials. are essentially 51 long matching :network
between the free space and the reflecting surfaces.

Several methods may be LHMM3 to perform this trans

lation. As discussed in Chapter I, the earliest technique:
and the one still in Luna» is deflecting cm: scattering the
incident energy into different directions. In this simple
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technique, infinitely long wire screens or ‘radar fences‘
which amid. appear as emu inductive cnr capacitive admittance,
depending on the polarisation of the incident waves, are
used. Because of optimisation requirement, these screens
should be wide enough to block all reflections. The impedance
associated with ea‘wire grid is that of a series RL circuit.
The: wire ‘radius, spacing, emui conductivity’ can txe adjusted
to provide specific impedance behaviour as a function of
frequency.

Specular reflections from a conducting surface
can be eliminated by corrugations of proper period and depth
[7]. These corrugations can be of any shape like saw tooth,
rectangular, or fin corrugations. These periodically spaced
scatterer act as a grating and corrugations of period bet
ween one—half and one wavelength in a conducting surface
will scatter only’ two spectral orders, specular‘ reflection
and diffraction in the direction of incidence or back—scatter

[80]. When the period satisfies the Bragg condition required
for perfect blazing, the specular reflection h1 = (3 mode)
if; completely cancelled emu} the corrugated surface becomes
a 100% back—scatterer (n = -1 mode). If the period is chosen
for constructive interference in the direction of incidence,
the specular reflection is minimised and can be eliminated
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by proper choice (Hf corrugation depth. THMN1 it becomes a
'non—reflecting' conducting surface.

However, tine fabrication (ME such metallic corruga

tions is a time—consuming and difficult task. Thin conduct
hu; strips on 23 dielectric sheet with 51 metallic reflector
behind it, behaves like a corrugated structure, which produces
equivalent effects of perfectly blazed rectangularmgrooves.
It is important to note that this reflector—backed strip
grating configuration avoids the laborious task of fabricating
corrugations on metallic surfaces.

When a plane wave incident. at an angle 9i from
the normal to a conducting periodic surface, scattering occurs

at discrete angles en determined from time condition for
constructive interference from adjacent cells.(Fig.4.l)

sin en = sin ei-+ n A/d; n = 0, :1, i2... (1)

The condition for constructive interference in the direction
of incidence is

kd Sin 9i=mTf; m: ]..I2ooo

where P: = 2 m/A is time free—space propagation constant
and A is the wavelength.
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When m = 1,

sin Si = A /2d (2)
which is often called the Bragg—condition. Combining equations
(1) and (2)

sine n = (n +*Vfl X/d: n = 0,il... (3)

When period (3 is between .X/2 and 3 NHL the above equation
provides real solutions for time specular reflection (n = O)

and back—scatterer (n = —l) 9(3== 9i and e_1 =-9i. Conse
quentlyy for‘ minimum specular reflection auui maximunt back
scattering, the grating period d is

d = X/(2 sin Bi) (4)
form eqn.(3) in the angular range of l9.47° < 9i< 90°.

The specularly reflected power from a reflector

backed strip grating S5 is measured for different angles
of incidence, 9i and the results are shown in Fig.4.2. Thin
conducting strips of width 'b' were fixed with a separation
a == O.566d cm) a dielectric sheet cu? thickness h == 0.l7lA..

This profile with aa plane conducting plate behind it behaves
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Fig. 4.2. Measured TE and TM reflected and
back—scattered power for strip grating S5d = 30.mm, a = 0.566<i
for I & I’ , f=l0.84 GHz, h=0.l7lA
for II & Ilfi f=9.84 GHz , h=O.l20A
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similar to ea corrugated metallic plate of same 'a' and 'd'.
The specularly reflected power is Ininimum corresponding to
maximum back—scattering is obtained when the incident angle

ej_ satisfies Bragg cmmdition. This important condition is
termed as "perfect blazing".

Fig.4.3 shows the experimental results obtained
for a corrugated metallic plat-e P with a/d = 0.566:2

h = 1.50 cm (O.5l6>« ). The blazing properties are measured
for both TE and TM polarisations.

The observations are repeated for gratings and
corrugated plates of different period and a/d. Fig.4.4 shows

the experimental results of a strip grating 83 with dimen
sions euQi== 0.851 and dielectric thickness h = CLI77 A with

period <3 = 0.724 A . fmfl — polarised reflected power is

completely eliminated at an angle of incidence Bi = 43.5°.

Fig.4.5 shows the. reflected and back—scattered

power zfinr corrugated metallic pflate EH_ of dimensions
a/d = 0.851; corrugation depth h = O.55lA; d = 0.724%.

4.3 THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF FREQUENCY

Fig.4.6 shows the frequency behaviour of the strip
grating £3 for (M3 and 1M1 polarisations. Keeping tine grating5
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system for a fixed incident angle. the reflected as well
as back—scattered power is measured for different frequencies.

The angle of incidence ei is chosen from the Bragg condition,
given by eqn.(2).

The frequency response tn? the corrugated metallic
plate P of same dimensions is taken and is shown in Fig.4.7.2

The bandwidth of effective elimination of specular reflection
is considerably increased in the case of a strip grating
system.

Fig.4.8 shows the frequency behaviour of the strip
grating S of dimensions a/d = 0.851, h = 0.177}, d = 2.01 cm.3

Fig.4.9 shows the frequency behaviour of corrugated
metallic plate P with dimensions same as S .l 3
4.4 VARIATION OF REFLECTED POWER DUE TO THE VARIATION

OF DIELECTRIC THICKNESS 'h'

Metallic reflection gratings with rectangular
grooves show perfectly blazing properties when the depth
of corrugation satisfies tflma minimum condition ti 3_k /4 for

all 91, the incidence angle, which corresponds to an infinite
reactance across the slot of the surface [84]. Emma current
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excited (N1 the grating surface 5&5 entirely’ x—directed .and
hence it is not possible to enter the slots. The theoretical
variation of tflue corrugation depth ta for {N4 polarised
reflected power for large aspect ratios [84] is shown in
Fig.4.l0(a) and for small aspect ratios in Fig.4.lO(b).

Reflector-backed strip «grating, which shows simi—
lar behaviour of a corrugated metallic plate, exhibits drastic
reduction iJ1 necessary’ condition CH3 corrugation depth. ‘The
perfect blazing is possible for a dielectric plate of thick—
ness h == 0.118 A for (M4 polarisathmi as shown ix: Fig.4.ll.

Fig.4.ll(a) iii the observations taken Iknr strip grating 85
with dimensions a/d = 0.566. Fig.4.ll(b) shows the variation
of reflected power against time variation of time thickness
of dielectric sheet for strip grating S a/d = 0.851. The3 ’

complete elimination of TE polarised reflected power is
obtained for h = 0.l78A at a frequency f = 10.651 GHz.

In the case of strip grating S the perfect blazing5

for TB polarisation is possible for dielectric thickness
of 0.171% and 0.460 A.

4.5 ELIMINATION OF NORMAL INCIDENCE AND NEAR—NORMAL INCIDENCE

SPECULAR REFLECTION

From equation (4), it is apparent that for a corru
gated metallic surface, n == -1, -2 and all higher spectral
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0.5

h/A

Fig. 4.10 Variation of reflected power against
corrugation depth [ref.84]
(a) for small aspect ratios
(b) for large aspect ratios
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orders will not appear for real angles an if d > A/2 and
ei > sin_l(l/3) = l9.47°. Consequently, for minimum specu
lar reflection and maximum back—scattering, the period
d = A /(2 sin Oi) is in the angular range of l9.47°<ei < 90°.
It 513 not possible txa get minimunl specular‘ reflection. for
an angle less than l9.47° in metallic corrugations.

The normal and near normal incidence specular
reflection can be completely eliminated by self—complementary
strip grating with a/d = 0.50. Fig.4.12 shows the variation
of the back-scattered power against the period for normal
incidence. The reflected power is minimum when grating period

<3 = 1 and this shows excellent agreement with the reflection
coefficients obtained tar Richmond [I27]. Ihe has developed
theory of scattering for a single strip and then for a strip
grating nfiikl the basic functions including edge mode, which
improves the cmmvergence (N3 the moment—method solution with

entire time domain expansion functions. Fig.4.l3 illustrates
the reflection coefficient versus spacing for a strip grating
with normal incidence using Richmond's theory.

Another peculiarity’ of time reflector—backed. strip
grating system is the elimination of near-normal incidence
specular reflection, which is not possible in corrugated
metallic plate. Fig.4.l4 shows tflue observations <1E strip
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4.12.

L,_ 1 1 I 10.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
(1/A

Measured back—scattered power against normalized
grating period, TM polarization, normal incidence

Strip grating S , d = 3.0cm
-~~--~~- Strip grating S10, d = 2.8cm*- ~~~- Strip grating S d = 3.6 cm14'
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Fig. 4.13 Variation of reflection coefficient against

period for strip grating alone.[Richmond's theory]
Normal incidence.
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Refleded power vs angle of Incidence
Self-complemeniarg strlp grating
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Fig. 4.14. Measured reflected power against incident angle
self complementary strip grating S9a = 0.5d; h = 0.109) ; f = 8.2 GHz
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grating S9
The reflected power 313 completely’ eliminated an: angles «of
incidence CHE 5°, the near—normal incidence and 30.46°, the

perfect blazing angle ei of the grating system.

The recorded back—scattered power for self—comple

mentary strip <grating, using magic tee analog cancellation
technique is shown in Figs.4.l5(i),(ii) and (iii). The grating
with a conducting plate behind it is placed on a turn—tab1e,
and the back—scattered power is recorded by rotating the
strip grating system. Compared to the normal incidence back
scattered power for ea plane metallic plate, the normal inci
dence back—scattering from tflme strip grating is ndnimum and
maximum back—scattering occurs at the blazing angle.

The low’ back—scattering for normal incidence can
be explained as a consequence of the equation,

sin 6n = sin 91 + nk/d

when 8:1 = O, the diffraction angle will be 90° for d = X.
Also, when 61 = 90° then 911 will be zero. This is experi
mentally proved in Fig.4.l6. The back—scattered power is
plotted by rotating the receiver along the circumference
of a circle with geometric centre of the plate as the centre,

with a/d = 0.50 and dielectric thickness h = O.lO9A.
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in. a horizontal plane. The maximum cdiffracted power is
obtained when the receiving angle becomes 90° as shown in

Fig.4.l6(i). The same results are repeated when ej == 90°:
i.e., when time incident ray is parallel txa the plane of the
grating (Fig.4.l6(ii)).

4.6 THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF THE THICKNESS OF THE
DIELECTRIC MEDIUM ‘h’

The thickness of the dielectric medium, in between

the strip gratings and the ground plane is an important para
meter in the elimination of normal incidence specular reflect
ion of a self—complementary strip grating. Fig.4.l7 presents
the variation cnf back~scattered power due tx) the variation
of thickness of dielectric sheet h for normal incidence for
different gratings. This observation is taken by magic tee
analog cancellation technique.

The recorded. back—scattered power (Fig.4.l5) also
changes due to the change in dielectric medium. Various plots
are obtained for strip grating 53 with dielectric pplates9!

of different thickness. These are shown in Fig.4.l8. The
main changer in the recorded power level is time change in
the back—scattered power only for normal incidence.

The variation of the diffracted power; for an inci

dent angle (Bi = O and receiving angle 6r1== 90°: due to the
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Fig. 4.15 (iii). Recorded back-scattered power for self
complementary strip grating S9; f=9.85 GHzTM polarization.

strip grating
------ -- plane metallic plate.
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(i) h =0.049k

0 _ (ii) h =0.06A
;3_plane metallic plate:1

strip grating

Relative back-scattered power, dB I I“J M’ \ 1 \ I
I

-D

¢a_._

c"" E <. l’-50

Angle of rotation,deg.
Fig. 4.18. Recorded back-scattered power for dielectric

medium of different thickness, h; monostatic
method, f = 9.850 GHz.
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p‘ (iii) h = 0.080A
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Fig. 4.18. Recorded back-scattered power for dielectric
medium of different thickness, h. monostatic
method, f I 9.850 GHz.
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4.18; Recorded back-scattered power for dielectric

medium of different thickness, h. monostatic
method, f 9.850 GHz
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Fig. 4.18. Recorded back—scattered power for dielectric
medium of different thickness, h. monostatic
method, f 9.850 GHz.
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variation (Hi the thickness (M5 the dielectric sheet is shown

in Fig.4.l9(i). The same result is presented in Fig.4.19(ii)

when the angle of incidence 8 i = 90° and 6 n = 0° for the
same grating.

The changes in back—scattered power for near-normal
incidence due to the variation of the thickness of dielectric
sheet h is shown in Fig.4.20.

4.7 THE EFFECTS OF MULTI—ELEMENTS ON SPECULAR REFLECTION

When the <grating period (3 satisfies. Bragg condi
tion for perfect blazing, the specular reflection (n = 0 mode)
is completely cancelled euui the grating behaves as ea back~
scatterer (n == -1 mode). When conducting strips are split
tc> thinner' elements keeping time grating jperiod <3 constant,
it is possible to reduce the requirement of minimum thickness
of dielectric sheet. This mu1ti—element ref1ector—backed
grating system shows similar behaviour of a single periodic
grating system. It could be possible to achieve better results
from time dual—periodic or nmlti—element grating without any

change :hi the blazimg properties of it. Strip grating S9:
with d = 30 mm is taken for the observations. It shows perfect
blazing for angle of incidence 8. = 29° and h/)\ = 0.113,1

a/d := 0.50. The strips of wddth to = 0.5d is divided such
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that bl + b2 + bl = 0.5d (Fig.3.8) and the observations were
repeated. The experimental results are shown in Fig.4.2l(i)
and (ii). Fig.4.2l(i) shows the variation of reflected and
back—scattered power for different angles of incidence Bi:
for single periodic strip grating. For perfect blazing:
the thickness h of the dielectric sheet is O.ll3A.. Fig.4.2l(ii)
shows the results of dual—periodic strip grating. It exhibit
same properties of single periodic grating when the thickness
h of dielectric sheet becomes 0.058k .

In Fig.4.22, ea graph :h3 presented ix: which, the
reflected power is plotted against the thickness of dielectric
sheet for dual~periodic and single periodic strip gratings.

The frequency behaviour of the multi-element strip
grating is shown in Fig.4.23. The slight difference in fre
quency for single—periodic and dual—periodic gratings is
due to the design discripancies. The bandwidth of effective
elimination of specular reflection is very much increased
by splitting the conducting strips.

4.8 ELIMINATION OF NORMAL INCIDENCE SPECULAR REFLECTION--
MULTI-ELEMENT GRATINGS

The elimination cmf specular reflecthmi for normal
incidence (i.e., low—back—scattering), the characteristic
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of a grating system, is also possible for multi-element grat
ing. The strip grating is placed on a turn-table and the
back—scattered power is recorded using a magic—tee. The
received signal is recorded after proper amplification.
Fig.4.24 presents the variation of back-scattered power
recorded for different gratings.

There in; also considerable reduction :h1 dielectric

thickness by employing multi—element gratings. The normal
incidence back-scattered power is minimum when the thickness
h of the dielectric sheet is 0.042A for multi—element system
and the same result is obtained for single periodic system
for h = 0.082X.

Fig.4.25 shows time performance» comparison between

the single auui dual—periodic gratings» The reflected power

is recorded for Bi = 5°, (near-normal incidence) at different
frequencies. From the figure, it is clear that dual—periodic
grating system shows better performance, compared to single
periodic gratings. The back—scattering level is much smaller.

4. 9 LIMITATIONS

It is not possible to increase the coupling gap
b2 in dual—strip grating beyond certain limit. Normal blazing
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properties are obtained for a gap—width less than 0.066A .

If the spacing b2 is further increased, the property of elimi
natbmu of specular reflection will gradually vanish and the
grating will act as a single periodic system. Fig.4.26 shows
the performance comparison of gratings with different coupling
gap. The limiting factor in this case is depending on the
incident wavelength and the dielectric medium between the
reflector and the grating elements.

The non-availability of dielectric sheets of appro
priate electrical properties and required thickness restricted
the present study to concentrate only (N1 a. single medium

of gr = 2.57. For proper analysis, the most essential condi
tion is tflue perfecthmi of the plane dielectric sheets with
respect to the thickness and uniformity.
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Chapter 5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to present a
theoretical explanation for the observed phenomena of scatter
ing from periodic strips over a dielectric sheet with a
conducting ground plane. Numerical solutions for scattering
from periodic strips are available in literature [99,ll6—ll8,
155]. Richmond [127] developed ea convergence solution for
a strip and for strip grating, in which the basis function
include the edge mode. This shows great improvement in con
vergence of the moment method solution with entire—domain
expansion function. In this chapter, the same technique
is extended to find the solutions for a strip grating with
metallic ground plane. The scattering from a single period
is determined first and is expanded to N such elements.

Here, the strips are considered to be perfect condu
ctors with infinite length and negligible thickness. The
current density cni the strip is expanded as Fourier series,
and simultaneous linear equations are developed.

148
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5.2 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Fig. 5.1 Structure of the reflector—backed strip grating.
The dielectric sheet of thickness h loaded with

a periodic ‘array of perfectly conducting thin strips over
a ground plane is shown in Fig.5.l. The dielectric is assumed
to be lossless with parameters€r€0 and uo where 8, is the
dielectric constant and €U,uU the permittivity and permea
bility of free space. The conducting strips of width‘a'are
fixed at a separation 'b' having period d. Consider a time
harmonic plane electromagnetic wave in free space, having
an incident angle Bi on this periodic array. The incident
magnetic field intensity is

E II
g_,>Y HO eXp[-j(Bx + YZ)] (1)

notThe time harmonic factor e is suppressed here for avoid
ing repetitive reproduction.
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The scattered field, which is the sum of the fields
reflected from the periodic strips and that, from the di
electric and ground plane, is given by

HS = éy HO R1 exp[~j(Bx + yz)]+

éy H0 R2 exp[-j( ex + YZ)] (2)
where

B = ko sin 9; (3)
Y = ko cos Bi (4)

and Rl zhs the reflection coefficient cnf the strip grating
alone and R2 = (l + R1)
for the gap. The total reflection coefficient of the system

R, R being the reflection coefficient

is calculated by the vector addition of R1 and R2.

5.2.1 Evaluation of R1

The scattered fields from the strip alone are given
by

Es = Z E0 exp(jkx Sine i) fig an exp(—Yn|z')exp(j2n"x/d) (5)
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Fig. 5.2 Geometry of the planar array of strips
d = a+b, a = 25.

S E
and HX = ayjwu exp(jkx sin 9i)

(I)

_g an yn exp(—yn]z|) exp(j2nnx/d) (6)

where

yn = (k sin Bi + 2nn/d)2 — k2 (7)

and Bi is the angle of incidence.
-F

The surface current density J can be expanded as a Fourier
series.

+ 6
J = y exp(jkx sin6 i)Z bg exp(£Trx/s) (8)

Applying boundary condition on tangential H,

-1 kn £bgexp(j£7rx/s), —s <x <s
EOE any n exp(j2nnx/d) = -3 (9)

0. in the apertures
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where n 2./p76 .
exp(j2nnx/d)

«nab 0

a0 = 2dE cose.o 1
~Jkn

an : 2dY E 2 b3 Ffinn o
s

F_€n = J exp[j2n(Z/a — n/d)]x dx

a sin1IMi—na/d)

n(£ - na/d)

. F * F
Jkn Z «En m_  I1 Yr}

The numerical data iii found tn; substituting (13)
and solving equation (14)

Zifl : 8M8jkfl [3 Sin TT (E-Ha/d) TF1 sin 11 (E-n a/d)] Y
-——-—* n

77 ({’.—n<1/d) TI (/i—na /d-)__Zad‘

Multiplying kxnfli sides cfif equation (9)

and integrating between —d/2 and d/2, we get

in

by

(11)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Applying boundary conditions for E tangent on the conducting
strips, we have;

2 an exp(j2nnx/d) = -1: —a/2 <x <a/2 (16)

Multiplying both sides of the above equation with exp(—jinx/s)
and integrating over the region —s <x <s. we get,

(17)

Substituting the values of 5%) and an from equations (10)
and (11): equation CY7)yields tfiua following set CH3 simulta
neous linear equations.

E:  =   3 0; i1; i2)...
j--e-I [b][zi€] =  (18)

[b] = [v.][z. 1'1 (19)1 if

where V = E and V. = 0 if i # O.o o 1
Substituting the value of [bo] from equation (19) in equation
(10). the 11 = (3 mode reflection coefficient cm? the strip
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grating alone is given by,

R = a = (x0 + iyo) (20)
II

where X0 is the real part of a0 and yo is the imaginary part
of a0. In general R is complex in nature, so the result1

ant amplitude of the reflection coefficient is the absolute

value (ME ao. The phase cnf the reflection coefficient is
given by

-1¢ = tan [YO/X0] (21)
and the transmission coefficient as

Equation (20) is solved using the available LSACG
routine in IMSL for solving complex linear equations.

5.2.2 Determination of R2
The incident and reflected fields in dielectric

metallic ground plane boundary are
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Fig. 5.3 Arrangement of reflectorubacked strip gratingunder consideration with co ordinates

Hdl = a HOT exp{—j( Bx +YdZ )] (23)

Hdz = éy HOT1exp[—j( BX— YdZ )] (24)

where

Y = k cos 8.

2 2yd=’/k - 8

k0 = 2n/A

k = k /g
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The corresponding electric fields are;

E A HE] .
d1 = ax-mg T ydexp[—j( Bx+-yhz )]

H0'52 mg 8 T eXP["'j( BX + Ydz

H0

E62 ‘ ‘ix we T1 YdeXp[—j( Bx ~ me >1

. H0 .-612 we 8 T1 exp[-J( Bx ~ ydz )1 (26)

Since the above equation must be valid for all values of
x and the exponential functions are linearly independent
as the values of X, and the equation must hold termwise.
Applying boundary conditions for ‘tangential component «of E
at Z = h,

I-3 II1 T exp(—2j‘%z) (27)
Substituting the value of T1 in equation (25) and (26)
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H

Ed : ax Ti? T YdexP['j(BX'* Ydfl]l
.H[}-az—6E EST exp[—j(Bx-+'ydz)] (28)

A H0 . .
E62 = ax we xjT exp(-23'ydh )exp[—j( Bx— ydz)]

- H0
-az we 8 T exp(—23 ydh )exp[-j(BX — Yd£)] (29)

The total electric field inside the dielectric is,

H

Ed. = (l—Rl) —m§—T exp(—jBX )1 .
[éx Yd{exp(-JYdz ) — exp[JYdé (1-25 )1}

—5z{B exp(-jydz ) + exp[- jydz(z— 2s)]]] (30)

The total magnetic field inside the dielectric is,

Hd = (l—Rl)HOT exp(-j Bx )éy [eXp(—j ydz ) +

exp( iYdZ)] (31)

The corresponding magneflc and electric fields in air are

H . = (l—Ralr 1)HO expfl jBx ) {exp(—jyz )

+ R exp( jyz)} 5y (32)
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.. 1 ~
Eair — (1-Rl)7Ei]exp(;Bx )

[5X{Y eXP('JYZ ) -Y'R eXp(JYz )}

—éz{B exp(—jYz ) + 3 R exp( jyz H] (33)

Applying boundary conditions for tangential E enui H fields
at z = 0, we get

€rY( R-l ) l+R_ (34)
Yd[€XP(*2iYdS) -1] # l"exP('2jYa5)

where

at = 8/60

R P+Q exp(-Zjyds) (35)
Q+P expf -Zjyds)

where R is normalized reflection coefficient for the gap

and ¢ = tan (36)
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where

P = P + Q cos2Ydh

Q1 = Q sin 2Ydh

S1 = Q + P cos 2Ydli

T1 = P sin 2'm h

The total reflection coefficient of an element is,

R exp(j~q>l) + (l+R exp(j<I>1) R exp [-j(<I>+ot )1 (37)l l
where,

Q II 7?‘

t\J|CL

sh18.
1

Using array principle, it is possible to evaluate the reflect~
ion coefficient of N such elements.
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5.3 CONCLUSION FROM THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Substituting the ‘value of k%) from. equation (19)
in equation (10) auui solving for ao, was get the reflection
coefficient of the strip grating alone, as shown in Fig.5.4.
This graph shows the variation of reflection coefficient
with normalized grating period d. It is predicted theoreti
cally that minimum reflection occurs when d/UK = l for
normal incidence , corresponding to a/d = 0.5.

The total reflection coefficient of the system
and hence the reflected power is given by solving equation
(35) for El and then by vector addition cdffl and R, using1

equation (37). The theoretical and experimental results
of the back—scattered power are shown in Fig.5.5. The varia
tion of back—scattered power due to the variation of the
grating period <3 is determined numerically and the experi~
mental results are found tn) be in agreement with it. For a
reflector-backed strip» grating the lninimum back—scattering
occurs when d ==A for a/d = 0.5. Theoretical results also
confirm this result.

The normal incidence low’ back—scattering is
measured experimentally for a self—complementary strip grat
ing, for the thickness of dielectric medium h = 0.078A (Fig.
4.17). The variation of scattered power for normal incidence
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for’ different angles cflf observation its shown :h1 Fig.5.6.
The normal incidence back—scattered power is minimum in both

experiment and theory, enui maximum scattering iii observed
when the receiving angle is 90°.

According to the above theory, when back—scattered

power is minimum, most of the power is scattered to an angle
90°. This could be explained with the help of Bragg‘s law,
which gives tflue condithmi for 90° scattering. However, the
analysis using the present theory also incorporates the power
scattered in other directions, since the theory is consistent
with Bragg‘s law and the direction in which the maximum
power is scattered.

Fig.5.7 shows the variation of back-scattered power
due to the change in the thickness of the dielectric sheet h.
Theoretical results show that minimum back—scattering occurs
when the thickness of the dielectric sheet h = 0.079).. The
experimental results are exactly following the theoretical
values.

The variation of specularly reflected power for
near—norma1 incidence is calculated and is shown in Fig.5.8.
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Fig. 5.6 Variation of scattered power for normal incidence
for different angle of observation.
h = o.078.A ; a/d = 0.5 ; f = 9.75l(3Hz
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The above theory is adequate to explain most of
the experimental observations,especially for normal incidence.
However, the theory «developed is run: fully’ satisfying ‘the
scattering behaviour of other incident angles. This ‘may
be due to the following assumptions and approximations in
the theory.

It is assumed that the strip is not blocking any
reflected emergy. This its true iJ1 normal incidence. But
when the angle of incidence is changed from normal to other
angles, the reflected energy would be blocked in between
the strip and the ground plane. This is ignored in the
theory. However, in normal incidence, the blockage is almost
zero and predicts-the experimental results accurately.

To predict the specular reflection behaviour for
other angles, the theory requires further modifications and
this is left for future work.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

1 . INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the main conclusions drawn
from the experimental investigations and theoretical analy
sis cnf the strip grating system, which possesses the pro
perties of reduction of RCS of metallic targets. Eventhough,
the main aim is development of a technique to reduce RCS
of planar surfaces, tflue present study :h3 concentrated ix:
determining the reflected and back—scattered power-level
fmmn the metallic targets and thus 13) estimate their
reflectivity. The electromagnetic power reflected from
plane metallic targets are compared with that from strip
grating system. From these, it would be possible to evalu
ate the level of RCS of the target. This would be bene
ficial in many ways, since the absolute value of RC8 is
not always necessary when the reflectivity of the target
is known, provided the other parameters like range, transmit
ting power, isolation between transmitter and receiver were
kept unchanged. The main nmmivation (M3 the present work
is to develop an alternative system for metallic corrugat
ions. Jull en: al. [92] presented elaborate investigation

169
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of different aspects of metallic corrugations in numerical
and experimental methods ENM3 they have already established

that RCS of‘a nmmallic target could be reduced by corruga
tion techniques. In a way, the present work is an exten—
sion of this reported result. The exact estimation of RCS
of strip gratings, and implementation of the techniques
in rea1—time targets are leaving enough scope for further
work in the field.

6.2 COMPARISON BETWEEN STRIP GRATINGS AND METALLIC

CORRUGATED SURFACES

Metallic strips vdiku proper period, on ea diel
ectric sheet, with ea conducting’ ground plane» behind it
behaves similar to rectangular metallic corrugations, which
are widely used at present, for the elimination of specular
reflections. The effect of strip gratings is studied in
detail and it is found that the strip gratings are superior
to metallic corrugations, in many ways.

In metallic corrugations, perfect blazing or
elimination of specular reflection is possible only when
the depth h of corrugations is nearly O.25l . But in strip
grating, perfect blazing has been achieved for much lesser
thickness of dielectric sheet for both TE and TM polari
sations.
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Elimination (HE normal and near-normal incidence

specular’ reflection (lxwa back—scattering) is 5: problem 5J1
metallic corrugated plates. The specularly reflected power

is eliminated only iknr the angle of incidence ei between
l9.4° and 90° [6] in metallic corrugations. But the back
scattered and reflected power corresponding to normal and
near—normal incidence has been eliminated in strip gratings
and they behave like non—reflecting conducting surfaces.
Thus, the specularly reflected power is almost zero in strip
grating system.

The recorded back-scattered power for self-comple
mentary strip grating is shown in Fig.4.l5. It is found
that for normal incidence, back—scattering is minimum and
it is maximum at the blazing angle. The low back-scattering
for normal incidence is demonstrated experimentally in
Fig.4.l6. In this rxunm the maximum diffracted power is
obtained when the receiving angle becomes 90°.

It is observed that the thickness of time di
electric sheet is an important parameter in elimination
of back—scattered power. Variation of back—scattered power
due to the change in the thickness of the dielectric sheet
is shown in Fig.4.l7. This minimum thickness for the reduct
ion of back—scattered power is found to be further reduced
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in multi—element strip grating (Fig.4.22). The multi—element
or dual—periodic strip grating exhibits same effects as
single periodic strip grating system. Meanwhile, it would
be possible to attain better performances from dual—periodic
gratings, compared to single periodic systems.

6.3 THEORETICAL RESULTS

The technique of convergence» of moment method
solution tnz Richmond [127] Emu; been extended tx> explain
the scattering from periodic strips over a dielectric sheet
with a metallic ground plane. Fig.5.4 shows the theoretical
and experimental results obtained using a self-complementary
strip grating. Tne back—scattered power is minimum when
d = A and this shows excellent agreement with the reflection
coefficients-plotted by Richmond.

The theory developed in this work is capable
of explaining most of the experimental observations corres
ponding tx) normal incidence. However, ix: explaining the
scattering for other angles of incidence, the theory seems
to be inadequate. D1 such cases, the experimental results
are not in perfect agreement with theoretical computations.
The theory needs further modifications and this leaves scope

- for further work in this field.
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6.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OE‘ STRIP GRATING SYSTEM

Reflector—backed strip grating show many advan
tages over metallic corrugations. The most important one
is, the case of implementations of strip gratings for redu
ction of FEES of metallic targets. It is possible to use
strip gratings to reduce the reflectivity enui hence the
RC8, of targets having complex shapes. For targets of such
strategic importance, implementation of conventional corru
gated surfaces are not possible mainly due to aerodynamical
considerations.

The bandwidth of effective elimination of specular

reflection it; found to tn; increased very rmufli in the case
of strip gratings, compared tx> metallic corrugations. The
reduction of ndnimum thickness of the dielectric sheet for

perfect blazing is another remarkable advantage of the
strip gratings.

The main disadvantage in the case of strip grating
system is the enhancement of RCS in some direction like
blazing angle, though there is enormous reduction in other
directions. Using the strip grating technique, it is possi
ble to reduce the monostatic RCS to a considerable extent.
But in the case of bistatic, or when the incident angle
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is same as tine blazing angle, the reduction is ruflz very
significant. This again is a problem for further investi
gation in the field.

6.5 SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK IN THIS FIELD

Implementation of the strip grating technique
in real—time targets like models of aircrafts, ships and re
duction of their RCS is an important work to be taken up imu
this area. These complex shapes need much attention and
careful analysis for implementing strip grating technique.
This is because, each portion of such targets must have
different types (Hf strip configuration. For example, for
an aircraft, 'nose—on—incidence IRES’ can kxe reduced.‘very

much by strip gratings of regular period. But the same
configuration may not be successful for wings and planar
portions. More detailed investigation could in; carried
out in these directions.

RCS reduction of planar metallic targets for
normal incidence could be achieved by tflue present work.
It may be interesting to investigate whether this technique
is extendable tx> targets CM? other regular shapes, namely
cylinders, spheres etc.
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Splitting the strips into two parts to form a
multi—element or dual—periodic strip grating, has been
suggested :hi the thesis. The advantages of this system have
not been fully studied. The splitting of strips may enhance
the elimination of specular reflection corresponding to
normal and near-normal incidence in many ways. It is possi—

ble to take different parameters like, spacing, changes
in period etc. for detailed study of the broken strips in
different dimensions. This also is a problem of interest
for further studies.

The dielectric constant of the medium in between

the strips and the ground plane, is another parameter which
may be added to the theory. The effect of different diele
ctric materials for RCS reduction may be taken up for detailed
theoretical and experimental investigations.

The main disadvantage encountered in the present
study if; the enhancement cnf RCS ix: certain angles like
blazing angles. This requires a further detailed investiga
tion. The elimination (Hf specular reflections for udder
angles of incidence may be possible by the critical select»
ion of different grating periods and the spacing between
the elements.
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Other areas for future work in this field would
include the study of broken strips. The particular struct
ure with regular and irregular broken strips (uni change
reflectivity level of targets. The final goal in the above
study should be to achieve complete reduction of RCS of
targets for all aspect angles.
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APPENDIX-I

A MICROWAVE METHOD FOR MONITORING THE CURING CONDITIONS
OF A SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANT

I . 1 INTRODUCTION

A new microwave Non—Destructive Test (NDT) method

developed to monitor the curing conditions of a solid rocket

propellant is presented in this section. Rocket propellants
generally contain different ingredients mixed. in .definite
proportions to form 21 propellant slurry’ which, (N1 curing
gives a solid propellant. .After mixing for hours, this
paste is casted in the form of cylinders of appropriate
size and is treated for curing in hot air ovens. The time
taken for accurate curing depends on the size of the propel
lant and temperature of the oven. Normally, it will take
days for proper curing.

At present, no method is available to monitor the
curing process. There could be over or under curing of
the propellant as hours passed through. The accepted practice
now is txa monitor the variation of tensile strength of the
propellant samples after it is cured and this is a destruct
ive test procedure. The- variation cxf tensile’ strength
is studied continuously for days and it will finally attain
a constant value after the required curing.

178
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In this curing process, the mechanical as well
as electrical properties cm? the propellant sample are sub
jected to changes and they reach stable Values after curing.
It will be easy to monitor the curing process by monitoring
the change in electrical property.

I.2 MICROWAVE METHOD

The dielectric properties of a non—conducting
material can be obtained from the characteristics of an
electromagnetic wave propagating through the medium. There
are cdifferent ‘ways tx> measure tine propagation constant or
equivalent parameters for ea uniform sample of time material
[l62].

In general; the electrical and magnetic properties
of a dielectric sample are all functions of frequency of
electromagnetic waves passing through the samples. The
measurement methods fall broadly in two groups.

1. Guided wave method

2. Free space method.

The guided wave method may be further subdivided
into those which employ resonant cavities and those which
use observations on travelling waves in waveguides. The per
formance of a cavity resonator depends on the dielectric
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material inside it. Moreover: any variation in the property
of dielectric material within the cavity will result in
a corresponding change in resonance frequency.

Standard transmission line techniques are used
to measure the impedance at the face of a sample of diele
ctric medium enclosed in a hollow waveguide. It is also
possible to measure the dielectric constant either by measur
ing the wavelength directly in a dielectric media surround
ing a resonant section of a pair of lecher wire, or by
measuring the capacitance’ of ea small capacitor“ containing
the dielectric, which is closely attached to the lecher
wire.

In waveguide method, the dielectric sample is placed
against a perfectly reflecting surface. A general solution
of the transmission line for a dielectric—filled line has
been given by Roberts and von Hippel [l63]. This method
has been discussed in detail by Dakin and Works [164] and
they developed a modification.

I.3 MEASUREMENT OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

TNM2 block diagram cnf the experimental set Lu) for
measurement of dielectric constant zhs shown Jhi Fig.I.l.

A rectangular waveguide is excited in TEIO mode in x—band.
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A section of the waveguide with a short circuiting plate
at one end is connected to the termination of the waveguide
slotted section with probe carriage. After noting the posi
tion of the minimum, the sample is introduced into the wave
guide jfl paste-form enui the shift cu? the first minimum is
observed. The sample is then placed in an oven which main
tains ea constant curing temperature. After time required
tjmue for curing, tflua sample is taken cum: and by connecting
it. to the same ‘waveguide termination, the- shift im1 first
minimum ix; again observed. The experiment 5&5 repeated for
samples of different length.

I.3.l Theoretical considerations

As shown in Fig.I.2. standing waves are formed
within time sample as ea result cm? the superposition of the
incident enui reflected waves. The first minimum from the
face of the sample is an integral multiple of half—wave
length. The position of the first minimum from the face
of the sample, thus depends on the wavelength of the electro
magnetic radiation SUI the sample and the sample thickness.
When the éfiedectric sample is introduced in the waveguide:
the minimum shifts towards one end. This shift provides
a measure of the dielectric constant of the sample.
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Fig. 1.2. (a) Short-circuited rectangular waveguide with dielectric
sample of length d at the shorted end

(b) & (c) Voltage standing-wave patterns in an empty and
dielectric filled waveguide.
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The separation of the first minimum of the standing
the face of the sample is given by [163]

"7

X0 :18-I15) Ag /2 —[_d + Z8 - as

The dielectric constant of the sample is related tn: the
attenuation constant and the standing wave ratio by the
relation [164]

min . 
_ :[tan yzd]/Y2 (2). rnir1 2 fldi

1-1 E tan[3€~OXo/A ]max 9L _J
where.

M] = the distance cfif the first minimum from the face
of the sample

d = thickness of the sample

Y = propagation constant, and

A9 = guide wavelength.

The solution of time above complex transcendental
equation can be obtained by separating eqn.(2) into real
and imagi nary parts and equating them separately.
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Thus, we have,

tan Bzd———-——— = — A tan[360 X0/A]/21rd (3)9 9
82d

Equation (3) can be solved for 82d and hence the dielectric
constant is calculated from the relation,

1/ AC2 +[B2d/ 2nd ]2

(4)1/ K 2 + 1/ X 2° 9
where E‘ is the dielectric constant and AC is the cut off
wavelength of the waveguide.

The solution <1f eqn.(3) for 82d is multi—valued
and will give different values of 6' . From these values
of £9 , it is not possible to select the exact value without
knowing the properties of the material. Hence a second
measurement using samples of different length d is necessary
for correct determination of €'.

Equating the imaginary parts of eqn.(l), the loss
tangent; — " _ T

Ax (m2 + 1/>3)-1/A2 e- B d[1+ tan 2 (360 xo/A )1c g C 2 9tan 61 = d 1/x2+ 1/A2 B d(1+tan2 3 d) -tan 3 dc 9 J 2 2 2 jl

(5)
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where Ax; is the width of the minimum of the standing wave
to the double power points.

I.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The variations (HE dielectric constant are pdotted
against curing time for two different types of propellants
of composition. I (live) enui of composition IE1 (dummyd and
these are :flunn1 in Fig.I.3. For propellant composition I,
the dielectric constant decreases with time until it finally
reaches a stable value.

The experimental observations with propellant
composition II. which cured at rxmmi temperature show that
the dielectric constant increases with curing time and levels
off after curing [Fig.I.3(b)]. The change in propellant
compositions I and II accounts for the opposite nature of
the curves. Fig.I.3(d) and (e) shows the dielectric constant
variation of pmopellants of different size. From the above
graphs, it cxni be seen that time dielectric constant attains
a steady value after curing.

1.4.1 Correlation of mechanical and electrical properties

The change in dielectric constant can be co—re1ated
with the changes of mechanical properties of the propellant.
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Fig.I.4 shows that tensile strength increases with curing
and then becomes constant.

The graph connecting electrical property and curing
time‘ reaches 23 steady state rmuflu earliery compared txn the
curves of tensile strength versus curing time. This is
explained ans follows: D: the normal curing procedure; the
sample 513 cured ix: bulk in ea plastic container. In this
situation, the curing process is slow because of the poor
conductivity of the plastic container. This type of sample
was used to study the variation of tensile strength. But
to study the electrical properties, the sample was subjected
to ‘accelerated curing‘. A small amount of propellant sample
was placed in a highly conducting copper waveguide cell so
that it attains the curing temperature rapidly. The curing
was faster and hence the curve levelled off much earlier
than in the normal curing case.

I.4.2 Variation of loss tangent. tan 6

The loss factor of. the dielectric sample is also
changing due to curing of the rocket propellant. Fig.I.5
shows the variation of loss factor with respect to curing
time, for propellant composition II of different length d. 6'
is found to be decreasing while curing progresses and reaches
steady value with proper Curing.
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I.4.3 VSWR variation

Fig.I.6 shows the variation of VSWR for propellant
composition II. Variation of VSWR shows that the reflections

from the interface of the propellant sample is increased
with curing and this increase in reflection causes a corres—
ponding decrease in output power [Fig.I.8(b)].

I.5 ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS

When the propellant starts curing from paste to
solid form, the corresponding changes in electrical property
affect the propagation of microwaves through it. The curing
state can be predicted by monitoring the change in the ampli
tude of the transmitted signal through the sample. The experi
mental set up for monitoring the curing state is shown in
Fig.I.7. The sample in paste—form is filled in a waveguide
cell surrounded by an outer-jacket through which non—volatile
oil aw: curing temperature zhs circulated. Microwave energy
is fed imuxa the waveguide cell and the transmitted microwave
power is nmasured with high accuracy keeping the input con
stant. The results are sauna} in Fig.I.8. For propellant
composition I, the output power is found to tn; increased
as curing progresses and attained a steady level after the
completion of curing.
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Fig.I.8(b) shows the variation of output power
for propellant composition II. In this case ii: is found
that the VSWR of the system is increasing due to curing
(Fig.I.6) and this result is very much supporting Fig.I.8.

I.6 CONCLUSIONS

The curing state of a rocket propellant can be
monitored tnr studying tflma variation txf electrical property
CHE the sample 511 real time. This enables txa avoid many
problems like improper curing, variation of temperature,
over or under curing during process etc. A better conclusion:
regarding the curing state of the propellant sample is obtained
by comparing’ the» mechanical properties cu? the» sample-‘with

its electrical property.
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APPENDIX-II

MICROWAVE METHOD FOR LOCATING INHOMOGENEITIES IN

NON-METALLIC MEDIA

II.l SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANT

II.1.l Introduction

The main aim (ME this work is to develop a method to
locate the exact position of the inhomogeneities inside a
non—metallic media Itflue solhi rocket propellant. Determina
tion of exact position of inhomogeneities in cured propellant
is vital, because the ultimate selection of a rocket motor
for a launch vehicle depends on the position, size and nature
of the crack or flaw inside it.

Microwaves interact with non—metallic materials in

different ways which depend cni the internal properties of
the materials. The analysis of the transmitted signal, how
ever, cxni give information about the internal state of the
material. This leads txa the possibility of using microwaves
to detect inhomogeneities like under or over cured portions,
flaws, cracks cn: metallic inclusions inside a curved rocket
propellant sample [l66].

200
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II.l.2 Experimental set up

Microwaves are allowed to pass through the propel
lant sample and time phase as VMHJ. as the amplitude of the
received signals are analysed. The experimental set up is
shown im1 Fig.II.l. The sample sh; mounted (N1 a turn-table
exactly symmetric with respect to transmitter and receiver.
The propellant sample is capable of rotating about a vertical
axis. High gain pyramidal horn antennas are used for signal
transmission emu} reception. To analyse tflme receiver signal
an HP—84lO Network Analyser is used.

For a fully cured sample with no flaws, a flat
response curve is; obtained lJ1 both. phase enui amplitude
patterns as the sample is rotated 180° (Fig.II.2). When
artificial flaws are introduced inside the sample, the recorded
curves show change in phase and amplitude. The two peaks
in recorded patterns correspond to the flaw position when,
the flaw is closest tc> the transmitter and tfluniclosest to
the receiver respectively, as :h: rotates, as 511 Fig.II.3.
Since the propellant test sample» is mounted symmetrically
with respect to the transmitter and receiver, two peaks:
obtained in the resulting signal, are separated tn; 180°
(Fig.II.3a). Fig.II.3(b) shows the transmitter and receiver
in same positions, but the sample is given a lateral displace
ment of d cm.
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When the sample is rotated, it has been found that
the separation of time two peaks its not 180°. As shown in
Fig.II.4, the separation is smaller. or greater depending
on the direction of rotation of the turn-table. This rota
tion can be adjusted in both directions to determine the
angular separation of time two positions exactly. If, in
one direction, 26 is the angle subtended by the two positions
at the centre ‘of the rocket motor, in the other direction
the angle will be (360 — 28 ). In both cases, it is possible
to determine the exact value ofe . If 28 is the angular
separation between two peaks, from Fig.II.3 we have

d/D = cos8

where D is the distance between the localized flaw and the
axis of the motor, and d is the lateral displacement.

Artificial cylindrical flaws cnf diameters 1.25 cm,
1.10 (nu, 0.90 <nn were created zhi different samples, 9.25 cm:
9.0 cm and 6.90 cm respectively from the centre of the sample.
The sample is then mounted vertically on a turn—table and
kept symmetrical with respect to the transmitter and receiver.
The turn—table is rotated about a vertical axis and the
received power is plotted. The sample is; next given ea small
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lateral displacement of 0.50 cm. 1.0 cm and 1.50 cm and 2 cm
and curves are plotted in each case. The curves obtained
are shown in Fig.II.5.

Table I.l shows 61 few estimated values of I) from

the experiment and time actual distance D. The accuracy of
the method is well within 7.6% which is well within tolerable
limit of 10%.

II.l.3 Limitations

Eventhough the above method is simple, it has
following limitations:

1. The method is applicable only if the flaw or defect is
localized. If the defect is spread out, it may be possible
to .detect the defect indicated by the recorded trace:
but imp9Ssiblet£>predict the location.However, only local
ized defects could give sharp curve with distinct separa
tion.

2. Theoretically, time variation E)== d/cos 6 holds good for
any displacement. However, the accuracy of the method
will depend CH1 the accuracy with which 8 is extrapolated
from tflne amplitude patterns (M3 the received signal. For
a small displacement d, 6 will normally be large and in
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this case: the variation of cose with 0 vnll be abrupt.
As the displacement d increases, 8 will decrease and a
small error in nmasuring 8 will cause significant uncer
tainty in the calculation of D.

II.2 NDT OF SYMMETRICAL SOLID BODIES LIKE VEHICULAR TYRES

The detection and monitoring of inhomogeneities
or defects jJ1.an automobile tyre isseof great concern, espe
cially when it is used in heavy torque conditions. At the
landing and take—off time, the aircraft tyres are under high
pressure condition and even minute defects may cause serious
problems. Using microwaves, a simple and effective method
has been developed. to detect flaws or defects inside the
automobile tyre. The received signal, which gives an indi
cation of the characteristics of the inside portions of the
tyre,,i15 analysed km! a signal processing unit incorporating
in 8085 microprocessor.

II.2.1 Experimental set up

The schematic diagram of the experimental set up
is shown in E1g.II.6. The tyre is mounted on a turn—table
controlled by a microprocessor system, symmetric between
transmitters and receiver. The tyre zhs rotated about its
own axis. A dipole antenna is kept inside the tyre as shown
in Fig.IIJ7 to transmit microwave signals. The receivers
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are microwave detecting diodes, arranged along the outer
radial azimuth of time tyre so that the tyre can be scanned
for its entire area. Any inhomogeneity in between the trans
mitter and the receiver, gives abrupt changes in the amplitude
of the‘ transmitted signal. The output signal from all
receivers are amplified and is given to a voltage comparator.

The reference voltage of the voltage comparator
is set such that the output voltage of a particular receiver,
which is receiving microwave signal from a portion of the
tyre having no inhomogeneity. Then the output voltage gives
an indication of the nature of the region of the tyres in
between the transmitter and tflua particular’ detector. The
outputs from all comparators form an "input word" for the
microprocessor system. The control and display units are
interfaced tx>,a 8085 processor, which derives control signal
for the turn—table and monitor the defect and displays it.

When the tqnxe is rotated, the processor will read
the data from the input port and checks for the defect. Once,
the defect is detected, it sends a STOP signal to the turn~
table and identifies the detector to locate the defect.
Necessary delay is included for proper marking of the defect
ive portion. After the delay time, the processor sends START
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signal to the turn——table and the process of detection is
repeated, till the identified defect moves off from the line
of sight.

The output of the detectors are plotted using an
XY/t recorder and is shown in Fig.II.8. The graph (a) repre
sents the variation corresponding to the side of the tyre
and (b) that of the tread. The periodic variations in (b)
correspond to the tread euui high level peaks indicate the
flaws or defects.

Detailed flow chart of the process is shown in
Fig.II.9.

II.2.2 Conclusion

The new ndcrowave NDT technique provides a simple

and effective method to monitor the defects and inhomogeneities

in non—metallic media. The microprocessor based system pro
vides an error-free detection of defects and an accurate
production control. The acceptable defect level can be
adjusted for different types of tyres by adjusting the compa
rator reference voltage. For example, the level setting can
be critical for aviation tyres, but can be compromised to
a great extent for automobile tyres.
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APPENDIX-III

DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A CONVERTIBLE MICROWAVE

ANECHOIC CHAMBER

III.l INTRODUCTION

The progress of edectromagnetic scattering studies
leads to the necessity of the knowledge of the accurate per
formances of microwave antennas. This precision measure—
ment must be emecuted either in free space, which is devoid
of any kind of perturbations or in a simulated free space
condition like modern anechoic chambers. Though the anechoic

chambers are not exactly satisfying all conditions of free
space, it is very much helpful for accurate performance evalua
tion of antennas. Besides, the increasing interests in Radar
Cross Section measurements, necessitates improvements in
state-of—art of the chamber and the reflecting materials.

The earlier general purpose chambers [l67—l69]
like tapered or rectangular were designed for antenna measure
ments or scattering studies. Each design is devoted to a
particular measurement, and it could not be used effectively
for other measurements.

218
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For example, 21 tapered ndcrowave anechoic chamber

is mainly intented txa use for antenna studies and it cannot
be used effectively for scattering studies which need a rect
angular chamber, for many reasons. In this Appendix, the
development of ea microwave anechoic chamber with convertible

features ix; presented. This chamber can EH3 converted from
rectangular to tapered configuration or vice—versa, with
little time and effort.

III.2 DESIGN OF THE CONVERTIBLE MICROWAVE ANECHOIC CHAMBER

The performance of anechoic chambers are deter
mined by the proper selection of absorbing materials, with
regard to its availability to provide free—space environment.
It also depends on the path of the incident RF signal. In
the present chamber, the absorber used is pyramidal and wedge
shaped po1yurethene—form—based material, with some microwave

absorbing material dispersed inside. The following type
of materials were employed:

1. Small pyramids (ME base 7.60 (nu and height 15.20 cm were
used cn1 the ceiling, side walls, a nmjor portion of the
floor.

2. Wedges of base width 10.20 cm and height 5.10 cm were
used to cover the less important portions of the chamber
like surfaces of tapered sections.
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3. Large pyramids of base 15.20 cm and height 45.70 cm were
used an; the central portion cfif the back wall from where
reflections are most likely to occur.

4. A layered flat sheet absorber‘ having five- layers euui a
total thickness of 15.20 cm was used on the walk ways.

5. A densely packed flat absorber of thickness 5.10 cm had
been put beneath all of the above mentioned types to in
crease the total absorption.

These absorbers are finally’ pasted to time wooden
walls using quick drying organic based adhesives.

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) shielding’ using
thin aluminium sheets is given to avoid the interference
from anur external sources. The shield its well earthed to
prevent the formation of the fringing waves inside the chamber.

For a ‘tapered anechoic chamber using geometrical
optics, (Mme can show that, there is 23 little difference in
phase between the direct ray and reflected ray at any point
jmm test region, for ea perfectly located transmitting system.
That is, a vectorial addition of direct ray and reflected
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ray causes a slowly varying interference pattern and a slowly
varying signal amplitude in test region. Thus the oscillating
behaviour of field prevents the gain measurements based dire
ctly ‘upon Friss transmission formula, such as tum: antenna
or three antenna method [l70]. 5%) a tapered chamber meant
for radiation pattern measurements, has to be converted into

f

rectangular chamber for absolute gain measurements.

The geometry’ of the convertible anechoic chamber
is shown in Fig.III.l. The length of the chamber was chosen
in such a way that the test antenna should be illuminated
by ea plane wave front. The condition of minimum separation
between the transmitting and receiving antenna for a plane
wavefront, R == 2D2/A where I) is time aperture diameter,
R is the separation between the antennas, is to be satisfied.
The length of the chamber should be more than this, since
time test antenna has tx> be put ix: the “quiet—zone", which
occurs at some distance from the chamber walls. The height
and overall width of the chamber is chosen to W ZR/2.75,
where: R is the distance between source and test antenna,
W is width or height of the chamber.

A rectangular room of size 9.00 x 5.00 m is used
for tflue anechoic chamber. The tapered portion begins with
a slope of 25" from the mid——portion of the chamber. The
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convertible chamber is a modification over the earlier tapered
chamberu Keeping the quiet zone same, the ‘tapering pads
are moved out to change to a rectangular form. For this
purpose, the tapered section offers an additional degree
of freedom iJ1'the sense that it can choose-appropriate taper
ing angle so as to retain the same chamber behaviour in rect
angular shape. The remaining portions, when the tapered
is converted to rectangular, is also covered with same kind
of absorbers.

The transmitting portion of the rectangular chamber
is given an adjustable sliding opening, which provides addi
tional facility like the proper insertion of transmitting
and receiving antenna to the chamber and the remaining parts
can be covered. The side walls of the tapered portions are
fitted. with caster‘ wheels. The lower (floor) portion is
pushed down while the upper pad is pulled up using a pully
and rope mechanism. The conversions from rectangular to
tapered shape and vice-versa are simpler and it requires
very little effort and time.

The antenna turn table (positioner) and associated
gadgets are placed below’ the ground level in 21 ‘cellar’,
beneath the» quiet zone. Tfime positioner's axial rod only
will be protruding out. This avoid multiple reflections
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and the complexity’ to avoid the reflection from time posi
tioner, since the ‘quietness’ of the zone depends upon the
magnitudes of the reflections from the walls, floor and ceil
ing of the chamber.

III.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

III.3.1 Antenna pattern comparison technique

The chamber reflectivity which zhs a measure of the
average-reflectivity level in quiet zone, is measured using
pattern comparison technique [l7l]. The level of the reflect
ed signal was determined by recording radiation patterns
of an antenna at different locations within the test region
of the chamber and superimposing these recordings. Even
though the chamber performance depends on the directivity
of the measuring antennas, the deviation of different recorded
patterns attributed to the phase relationships between the
actual pattern and the specularly reflected signals. The
deviation of each pattern level from the reference pattern
at -10, -15, -20, -25 dB levels on each side of the refer
ence pattern is determined.

Fig.III.2(a) and (b) shows the superimposed radiation
pattern for a metallic corrugated horn, recorded, in tapered
and rectangular anechoic chamber. Fig.III.2(c) shows the
radiation patterns of ordinary horn.
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The considerable difference for the two sets of
patterns shows the superiority of the tapered chamber for
radiation pattern measurements. The deviation of each pattern
from the reference pattern level, is plotted versus radial
distance between time chamber axis euui test point. Fig.III.3
shows the deviation curve. The chamber reflectivity can
be determined from the standard curves of Backley [l72].
The average reflectivity of the chamber is found to be -35 dB.

III.3.2 Free space VSWR measurements

One of the important chamber characteristics is
the termination VSWR. All conventional VSWR measurements

will give cnflqr the information about tine terminating load.
So the VSWR measurement using a ‘moving probe technique’
cannot be adopted for the evaluation of chamber. This problem
is solved knr the ‘moving termination‘ technique [l70]. The
measurement usually consists of setting the frequency to
a fixed value anui moving tflua slotted section along with the
probe, towards tflma side walls. The measured values of the
VSWR of the rectangular and tapered chamber is less than
1.01 which is quite satisfactory.

The anechoic chamber is equipped with automatic
facilities like remote controlled antenna positioner; and
automatic pattern recorder.
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III.4 CONCLUSION

A convertible microwave anechoic chamber with modern

instrumentation ix; constructed enui its performance is evalu
ated. The important chamber performance characteristics
like reflectivity and termination VSWR show that the perform
ances of the chamber are well within the specified range.
The convertible nature (M5 the chamber enables us tn) change
it from ‘tapered tx) rectangular chamber configuration. ‘This
makes anechoic chamber facility unique in the sense that
it is now possible to use it for multiple purposes like
studies of antenna characteristics, scattering of electro
magnetic waves, RCS reduction studies, EMI and EMC etc.
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